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MUFFINS WITH MOM

Text message with
KSP, meeting led
to drug charges
Staff Report
A Murray Middle School teacher was arrested
on drug charges Thursday morning after exchanging text messages with someone who turned out to
be a Kentucky State Police trooper.
Ann Greenfield, 34, who teaches physical education, was arrested at 7:46 a.m.
after she arranged via cell phone
to meet KSP Trooper Trevor
Pervine for the drug sale, according to a KSP release.
She was charged with conspiracy to traffic a controlled substance within 1,030 yards of a
school, possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Murray Independent Schools
Superintendent Bob Rogers said he is gathering
information on the situation but stated that the
arrest did not take place on school property.
"I've got somebody trying to check it out and
give me the inftsmatiohr. be said Mi.rooming.
-So I'm going to find out the details and then deal
with it appropriately."
According to the release, Pervine received text
messages on his cell phone from an unknown
number requesting him to purchase marijuana.
After further correspondence, Pervine set up a
location and time to meet the person texting him.
Upon arrival, Pervine met Greenfield.
Greenfield was lodged in the Calloway County
Jail, where she remained this morning.
Pervine was assisted by KSP Trooper Russell
Boyd, Pennyrile Narcotics Task Force and Murray
Police Department.

Gov.'s son
fined by
state S.C.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's son was fined $300 Thursday by the
Kentucky Supreme Court for falling behind in
continuing legal education obligations.
The high court was divided on the punishment,
with a minority of justices saying that Hetcher's
son, Benjamin Fletcher, should have been fmed
$750, as recommended by the Kentucky Bar
Association's Continuing Legal Education
Commission.
"He has answered to the Supreme Court," the
governor said in a statement following the court's
ruling. "Now he has to answer to his mother.
We're very proud that Ben is practicing with a
major international law firm in Munich,
Germany."
The younger Fletcher, 32, must pay the fme to
the KBA within 20 days. A message was left at his
law firm in Germany but was not immediately
returned.
He had practiced law from Louisville until
moving to Germany in 2005. He did not respond
to a series of notices last year warning he had fallen behind in his continuing education requirements, the high court said in its decision.
The bar association commission had sought a
high court ruling that there were sufficient
grounds for penalties. Attorneys who flagrantly
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Caterer
alcohol
license
passes 1st
reading

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
The new language in the
Alcohol Beverage Commission
ordinance simply allows the
City of Murray to benefit fracdaily from the state law that
permits caterers to serve alcohol
at private functions.
The Murray City Council
approved
unanimously
Thursday evening the first reading of the ordinance amendment, which adds a paragraph to
allow the city to issue licenses to
caterers who want to sell alcoholic beverages by the drink.
A second vote at the council's
March 8 meeting will make the
ordinance official.
A state law passed in 2004
allows caterers to sell alcohol in
communities that already have
an alcohol ordinance in place,
such as Murray's liquor-by-thedrink provision. But the local
ordinance had to.be amended in
order for the city to collect 8
percent on the alcohol sales. The
fee for this city license is $800,
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
which ensures monthly reportCalloway County's East Elementary School hosted a "Muffins With Mom" breakfast this morning at the ing of the sales figures.
"If we don't have this,there's
school. The event gave mothers an opportunity to spend time with their children prior to the beginning of the
school day. The school also hosts a 'Donuts With Dads" for fathers. Pictured above, Kaylee Wyatt, eight, a nothing to prevent them from
coming here. We just won't get
third grade student at the school, enjoys a delightful moment with her mother, Melissa Wyatt.
the 8 percent," City Attorney
Wan-en Hopkins said.
Like restaurants that serve
liquor by the drink, caterers
must derive 70 percent of their
gross receipts from food sales.
In other business, the council:
—Appointed Kenny Damell
said Thursday that the collection was store.
By TOM BERRY
to continue serving on the
Staff Writer
part of the national Beanie Babies for
"We have about 100 here and we Murray-Calloway
County
The
Kentucky
have more at the office. So there are Hospital Board of Trustees. The
Extension Baghdad program.
"This is just something that the going to be a lot of happy children in new four-year terms will expire
Homemakers Association has partnered with Angels Attic to collect Homemakers are doing in Calloway Iraq," she added. "Maybe they'll March 31, 2001.
about 800 Ty "Beanie Babies" and County. A 'Beanie Baby' or any smile for a little while anyway."
City Clerk Harla McClure
other small stuffed animals for distri- small stuffed animal is sent to Iraq
Jan Basile of Angels Attic said the said the item was included on
bution to Iraqi children by way of and put in a soldier's cargo pocket. So charity was glad to help out.
the agenda after council memU.S. soldiers.
when the soldier sees any children he
"(The toys)come in ow- back door bers received their meeting
LaDawn Hale, extension agent for can give it to them," she said as vol- and when I read about the project in packets on Tuesday because the
family and consumer science at the unteers loaded the toys into her SUV
Calloway County Fiscal Court
Calloway County Extension Office, in front of the Chestnut Street thrift II See Page 2A
got first pick of the two candidates when it met earlier in the
week.
Damell was the only nominee the council had.
"I think hospital board
appointments are very important," said councilman Dr. Dan
Miller. "... We need more than
five minutes."
Likewise, councilman Danny
Hudspeth said he was surprised
and disappointed that the council only had one board candidate. He said better publicity
was needed for open positions
such as this one.
—Authorized Mayor Tom
Rushing to write a letter of
intent to help the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce proceed with its plan
to have more space in its building to lease to outside tenants.
The chamber leases its property from the City of Murray.
which also owns the adjoining
lot. Chamber Executive Director
Tab Brockman presented expanTOM BERRY/Ledger & Times sion plans to the council more
Calloway Extension agent LaDawn Hale, left, and Jan Basile, second from right, are joined by Homemakers than a year ago, and the counAssociation members in displaying a small sample of 800 stuffed animals the group has collected as part of cil's approval Thursday helps
the national Beanie Babies for Baghdad program. The toys will be distributed to Iraqi children by U.S. sol•See Page 2A
diers.

Homemakers, Angels Attic gather
toys for Beanie Babies for Baghdad
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Dr. Blalock merges with Primary Care
Rithard
Blalock
amounted recently that he is
merging his pratinte with the
group practice of Primary Care
Medial('enter
Dr Blakick has heel in solo
prattke for 25 sears
is the
team physician for Murray
Independent Sc hoot
trkt and
Miura,. State ( mnsersii and
it ,k111l1111.1c sports mcd i
inc
I his nicrger will take place
on Malt h 1 when he will begin
hi see his patients in Suite 480
West5 the Medical Arts
Buildine us tlft ti is the current
I, K. airiii !!!!
1111ars
Care
Medical I 'enter
Dr Blalock said his reasons
tor merging with Pumas Care
,111: scueial but the most 1;11pol:rant reason \AA. that he W anted
to otter his patients enhant.cal
.er%kes anti aLaessthilit:, v,ith
ChM',
it
pbs sitlarks WA 11,i',

the extended hours, same day
appointments, technology, in
office diagnostics, and convenience that a primary group can
offer. I wanted my patients to
benefit from these services and
to insure the continuity of their
care seven days a week and in
the hospital, should they need to
he admitted," he said.
Dr. Hollis Clark, president of
Primary Care Medical Center,
said, "I am very pleased that Dr.
Blalock is joining the group. I
hase known Richard all of my
life and he is an excellent physician and human being. We have
traded calls for many years now,
and this nierger is a natural
extension of our working relationship."
Dr. Daniel Butler, another
physician member of Primary
Care, expressed similar feelings
'Richard has been sery good to
work with and he is a very

Dr. Richard Blalock
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Sheriffolicelalls

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
decent man with an excellent • A stolen van was reported on Potterlown Road at 6:23 a.m.
reputation. I have a lot of respect Wednesday_ A theft case was opened.
for him both as a physician and • An injury crash was reported at 1:21 p.m. Wednesday on Ky.
for what he has done by raising 280 at Beane Road. Kentucky State Police worked the collision
his four children as a single par- and EMS, Murray Fire Department and Calloway County Fireent.'
Rescue also responded
The move to Pnmary Care •An injury crash was reported at 4 14 p.m. Wednesday on Ky. 80
Medical Center's office in the at Rowland Road. EMS, MFD and CCFR also responded.
Medical Arts Building will be a • A burglary was reported at 4:22 p.m. Wednesday on Wilkins
temporary one in that the group Drive
Murray Police Department
is building a state-of-the-art
• A theft was reported at Wal-Mart at 10.57 a.m. Wednesday.
medical office building at the
• Criminal mischief was reported at Tanglewood Apartments at
corner of 12th Street and 1001 a.m. Thursday.
Glendale Road. The new 26.001i • A female writing checks on a closed account was reported at
square-foot office will be fully
Food Giant at 10:43 a.m. Thursday.
digital with electronic medical • Tienne England, 21, of Mayfield, and Johnny Grinstead III, 21,
records and expanded outpatient of Murray were arrested for possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia after a traffic stop on Campbell Street
services.
"The design, layout, and at 2:41 a.m. Friday. Grinstead was also served with a warrant
technology in the facility will be charging him with failure to appear_
Murray State University Police
first class," according to
Blalock. This muse is good tor • Several items were reported stolen from Stewart Stadium at
my patients because I will be 8:17 a.m. Wednesday. A third-degree burglary report was taken.
• Items were reported stolen from Stewart Stadium at 9 a.m.
able to provide more to my
Wednesday A theft by unlawful taking less than $300 report was
patients than 1 was able to as a taken.
solo physician "
• Items were reported stolen from Stewart Stadium at 9:02 a.m.
Wednesday. A theft by unlawful taking less than $300 report was
taken.
• A MSU parking decal was reported stolen at 11 17 a.m
Tuesday. A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking less than
$300.
• Flasks from a chemistry lab in Blackburn Science Building were
reported stolen at 2:06 p.m. Tuesday. A report was taken for theft
by unlawful taking less than $300
From Front
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
violate the requirements can
and citations from various agencies.
have their law licenses suspended.
According to the ruling, the
younger Fletcher promptly registered for online continuing
education programs through the
From Front
KBA's Web site once he learned
he had fallen behind. He also the project porceed.
-We do :upport you,- Rushing told Brockman and Chamber
indicated he was a relatisely
new lawyer and didn't reaue the President Sally Hopkins "We are glad you're musing forward.In a second motion, the council also tweaked its current lease
situation's severity, according to
with the chamber i[he property was leased fir 50 years, but state
the high court.
Last month, he presented law doesn't allow leases beyond 40 years. The new lease will expire
documents showing he had in 2047.
--Approsed a recolltillendatiOn tr0111 the Murray Planning
obtained 13.25 continuing education credits in December, the Commission to authori/e Ilopkins to draft an ordinance amending
cOurt said. Kentucky attomeys the /oiling code to allow planned residential projects in single-Sainare required to obtain 12.5 con- tly areas Without the change. residential projects like townhouse
tinuing education credits per communities are prohibited tn single-tamily zones es- en it that is
their planned use
vea.
City Planner Candace Dowdy told the council that the amendment will allow PM's, such as residential areas with multiple units
situated on one large tract of land with /eft) lot lines, in the singlefamily lone as a conditional use. meaning such des elopments would
hase to get the approval of the Murray Planning t'ommission and
Board (i1 Zoning Adjustments.
Liven without lot lines, the deselopments would hase to meet the
city's density requirement of no more than 4.3 units per acre,
according to Dowdy.
"We feel this is just updating our ordinance to include the modern deselopments.- Dowdy said.

II Gov.'s ...

ilien they encounter
I he toys donated for the projcat 111 Calloway County will be
taken by Hale to a Homemakers
area council meeting in Ballard
Count% !Monday for transfer to
the state OttICe where they will
later he readied transferred for
shipment to Iraq
Hale said she and the
lionternakers appreciate the
help they: received from the publit during the effort which
included
many
MurrayCalloway County school chit,lien making personal donations
their Jraqi peers.
"dhey ante from some of the
Homemakers and they came
horn some that were not
Homemakers,- Hale said ''Si, 1
ins! Want to say that I appreciate
eseryone in the community that
tame together and donated.-

•Caterer alcohol ...

HORSE WITH NO NAME

TOM BE R FP/ledger & Times
HERITAGE BANK RIBBON-CUTTING: Heritage Bank CEO John Peck and President Doug Lawson, holding scissors, are
lowed by other bank officials, staff city and county officials and dozens of customers in dedicating the newly-remodeled and
expanded banking building during a ribbon-cutting ceremony Thursday evening. Lawson told a crowd of about 80 that he was
pleased to "host the community in our now digs. on North 12th Street.
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Our Famous Family Estate Planning Portfolio — A Gift For Those Who Preplan
Do Something For Your Family They Will Always Remember

2 Spaces
Head of Household FREE Space

$1400
- $700

$700

jNo Interest Financing Program
jLoss Monthly Payment Plan
•Information On Mausoleum Entombment
iLess expensive than ground lima].
▪ Family Estate Planning Portfolio

TOM BERRY ledger & Times
George Banderra owner-manager of The Iron Hammer metal
works in Murray. poses with his latest creation. a 12-foot, 500
pound stainless steel "Horse with No Nam& that will stand at
the rear entrance of the Saratoga Springs subdivision on
Squire Road Banderra said he will soon add a large coiled
snake made of metal at the foot of the statue to complete the
work

Openings For New
Individual, Small &Willett & Farm!Mums
Limited Openings • Call Now!
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Soldier gets 100 years in prison for
rape, killing of 14-year-old Iraqi girl
FORT( ANIPBELL. Ky (AP) A U.S. soldier sentenced
was

to I(X) years in prison Thursday for the gang rape and murder of an
Iraqi girl and the killing of her family last year.
Sgt. Paul E. Cortez, 24, also was given a dishonorable discharge.
He will be eligible for parole in 10 years under the terms of his plea
agreement.
Cortez, of Barstow, Calif., pleaded guilty this week to four counts
of felony murder, rape and conspiracy to rape in a case considered
among the worst atrocities by U.S. military personnel in Iraq.
In his plea agreement, he said he conspired with three other soldiers troni the Fort Campbell-based 101st Airborne Division to rape
14-year-old Abeer Qassim al-Janabi. The girl, her parents and a
younger sister were all killed.
Earlier Thursday, tears rolled down Cortez's face as he apologized for the rape and murders. He said he could not explain why he
took pan.
"I still don't have an answer," Cortez told the judge. "I don't know
why. I wish I hadn't. The lives of four innocent people were taken. I
want to apologize for all of the pain and suffering I have caused the
al-Janabi family "

Cervical cancer immunization gets
OK from House
FR,ANKFOR-1. K.(AP) - Unless their parents sign a loon in
opposition, middle school girls in Kentucky would be vaccinated
against a sexually transmitted disease that causes cervical cancer
under a hill approved by the House on Thursday.
State Rep. David Watkins, D-Henderson, a physician. urged lawmakers to approve the measure. calling development of the vaccine
'a miracle- that will save lives.
The measure. which gives parents the option to exclude their
children from the immunization, passed 59-39 after an emotional
debate
Gov Ernie Fletcher. also a physician, had called on lawmakers to
provide the vaccine to children on a voluntary basis. In his State of
the Commonwealth speech earlier this month, Fletcher recommended a S4.1 million appropriation to cover the cost of voluntary vac„S ines.
The issue i-ecanie controversial because the human papilloma
irus that can-es cerv teal cancer is spread by sexual contact, said
state Rep. Kathy Stein. 1)-Lexington. She said people need to realize that woman can contract the disease if they're raped or if their
husbands are carriers.
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Airliner makes emergency landing
after smoke is detected inside
LOU l'.\ II LE. Ky . APi — Four people were taken to a hospital
after an Ainen,:ar Airlines flight experienced smoke in the cockpit
and cabin. proinxing the pilot to make an emergency landing at
Louisville International Airport. said airport spokeswoman Rande
Swann.
The landing al 11:45 p.m. EST Thursday was without incident
and Swann said here was no sign of tire as firefighters and emergency personnel nverged on the plane. The three adults and a child
of the 123 peopF aboard were examined and treated in a hospital
emergency roma.
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Comair claims FAA negligent in crash
By BRETT BARROUOUERE
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Comair sued
the Federal Aviation Administration on
Thursday, saying the agency was negligent
in having only one air traffic controller on
duty last year when a plane took off from the
wrong runway and crashed. The accident
killed 49 people.
The lawsuit, filed in U.S. District Court
in Lexington, seeks unspecified damages.
The Comair commuter jet mistakenly
turned onto a too-short runway in the dark,
struggled to get airborne and went down in a
field Aug. 27 at Lexington's Blue Grass
Airport. The co-pilot was the only-survivor.
A week earlier, the taxi route leading to
the correct, longer runway had been changed
during a construction project, but the maps
and charts used in the cockpits of Comair

and other airlines were not updated. The
FAA did notify airlines of the changes
through a separate announcement.
Comair, based in Erlanger, Ky., outside
Cincinnati, claims the FAA was negligent
because the construction did not meet federal regulations, but planes were still using the
runways and taxiways.
Comair also claims the FAA should have
staffed the tower with two controllers. The
lone controller on duty that morning had
turned away to do some administrative tasks
before Comair Flight 5191 tried to take off.
Laura Brown, a spokeswoman for the
FAA,said if a second controller had been on
duty, he would have been staffing the radar
watching incoming and outgoing flights in
the air. That duty could be done from the
tower or in a windowless room at the base of
the tower, she said.

Complaint filed against Fourth committee added to
attorney who entered Rep. Henley's commitments
courthouse with gun
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
A western Kentucky attorney is
accused of walking into the federal courthouse in Louisville
with a concealed handgun, a
prosecutor said.
A criminal complaint was
filed against David V. Oakes.45,
of Paducah, on the charge of
knowingly possessing or bringing a firearm to a federal court
facility. U.S. Attorney David L.
Huber said Thursday in a statement.
According to an affidavit
filed by a U.S. marshal, Oakes
entered the Gene Snyder
Courthouse through interior
doors, which are marked with
signs stating federal law prohibits the possession of firearms
or other dangerous weapons in
federal buildings. Another sign
also states that firearms are prohibited in the building and that
Kentucky concealed handgun
permits are not valid in the
courthouse.
Oakes set off an alarm when

he walked through a metal
detector. Huber's statement said.
A security officer scanned
Oakes with a hand-operated
metal detector and discovered
Oakes was wearing a 9mrit
Glock handgun.
Oakes produced a Kentucky
concealed weapons permit,
which the Marshals Service took
custody of along with the gun, a
holster and a loaded nine-round
magazine. Huber's statement
said.
Huber said the penalty for
violating
the
courthouse
firearms law ranges up to two
years in prison and a $250.000
fine.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — State Representative Melvin Henley. RMurray, was recently named to the House of Representatives State
Government Committee for the 2007 Session of the KentuckA
11.
General Assembly.
;•
In addition to State Government. he also serves
on the Transportation Committee, Econoiniii
Development
Committee, and
Elections.
Constitutional Amendments and Intergovernmental'
Affairs Committee.
"I consider it an honor to he named to these four'
committees. Most of my colleagues serve on three
committees, so I appreciate the respect from leadership by asking me to accept this additional committee appointment.” said Rep. Henley.
During the Legislative Session. 25 House
Henley
Committees meet to discuss pending legislation
These committees are the deciding factor in which bills are heard
before the full House of Representatives.

Key Kar Rental
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270-753-9955
Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
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-The FAA disagrees there was any negligence on its part,- she said.
Comair, a subsidiary of Delta Air Lines
Inc.. operates 850 flights to 108 cities daily.
Both airlines filed for bankruptcy protection
last year.
Comair claimed in a previous lawsuit that
the FAA failed to inspect and approve construction along the taxi route. The FAA was
dismissed from that lawsuit on Tuesday..
Comair is still suing the airport.
Colman- also said it paid Elkhorn Bend
LLC,the owner of the 115.1 acre property at
the end of the runway where the plane
crashed, $125,000 to settle any claims
against the airline. Kate Marx. a spokes-.
woman for Comair. said no other suits havu
been settled.
At least 26 lawsuits stemming from the
crash have been tiled in federal court.
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The fidlowing is an editorial
from another newspaper in Kentucky to oiler a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth.
It doe a. not Plea a'
reflect the
editorial opinion a. or thoughts of
this newspaper:

who have absolutely no plan for
Iraq but criticize our commander
in chief for his conduct of the war.
This is not to say that Bush is
above criticism in this area. Many
Americans on both sides of the
political spectrum are not pleased
hv the progress of the Iraqi government and its army.
It's laughable. First, prominent
The common thread here appears
Democratic leaders such as U.S. to be opposition to any position
Sens, John Kerry, Joe Biden, Chris Bush takes on Iraq.
Dodd, Hillary Clinton and others
Not long ago these same indihammer President Bush month after viduals were calling for more troops
month for not sending enough and a change of course. No soontroops into Iraq. Now that ..e
h ..as
h
had the president announced
ordered more troops, they are some changes including a new secagainst it.
retary of defense, a new field comhey have been all over the map mander and a modest troop surge,
on this issue
then these same folks were pushThis should he no surprise to ing resolutions in Congress that
anyone.
amounted to a vote of no confiWe are talking about politicians dence.
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Early in the war, some key
Democrats sided with former Gen.
Schenzeky who said that 500,000
troops were needed in Iraq. They
argued that Bush fired Schenzeky
because he disagreed with Bush's
war policy, but the truth is he
retired.
They criticized Bush for not
sending enough troops to Iraq to
win the war. Bush has repeatedly said that military advisers felt
they had enough troops on the
ground to prevail and that if more
were needed, he would deliver.
Well, President Bush has delivered, and for these Democrats to
turn tail from their earlier statements for more troops is very
revealing.
—Dadv News
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Pullout in Iraq may breakup of coali on
\SHIN(iltrS t API
President Bush's -c:oalition
at the
long seen
hs init.h tit the v.orld as .1
shell tor a largel
S
oputation Ill !LILA. Is WM.kl!,
ho..itining a a. a ,.1111(14 )11 011 the
itist thug
l's en as Bush sends
more \MCI a. iii Ia it. es 1,,
Baghdad. longtime V. at
I on Blatt rs pulling out
British troops Demnat k is
ICat 111.I.! I Ohtlallla
mtia sit ithdrass its tins
z
troop ,cintingent
Bush s alliance Is hICak
rig up as tippos t it
lit ins
against the I ‘, traop
buildup
among the
Ameri.an
Iraqi pcoliw
in ( onoess and among
Iraq's neighbors and satiric'
tormer I
allies
"F here is no militan.
solution to the se...ration and
insurgent ,ontli,t iti I raq
said Sen Carl I cs in. I)
Mich . chairman ot the Seri
ate Armed 'teas IL es 'iclil
Mine('
lie said the I .
should folios". the British
Prime minister's lead and
start reducing tort es
[he British annount ement
re erheratc.1 on the I S
presidential tampaign trail
as well

-I hope that since the
president seems unw illing to
listen to the results ot the
Nos ember etc. thin tn 10 'ate
nest Dernii‘ratic. inaiorit in
ongress, that he would at
least listen to someone tcho
he has claimed has been
his strongest ally in this
el tort.- Democratic candi
date Sen Hallarv Rodham
Clinton said in an AP inter stew while campaigning in
Nies ada
Blair has seen his porn
lard) at home plummet
since standing with Bush
on the 2003 invasion On
Wednesday. Blair told Parliament that Britain v.ould

Washington
Today

withdraw
almost a
quarter of
its 7.100
troops in
the t.timinF.
months
and hoped
to st ithdraw more
hs late
siattanner

rhal
det a slain
Associated
along v.ith
Press Writer
draya dot. Us
by other
a. oalition
members. goes against the
coin se taken hs the [tided
'states. sit hit h is sending
Shill more tra.iips into
Iraq I here ate t. urrenth
i9,11111) there. the Pentagon
said P.cdnescla‘
I he Bush administration
and Blair pui
posit's':
spin an thc latest des clop merit suggesting it represented stitt ess in stabilizing
target Shiite southem Iraq
not at retreat
,'\nats sts %ere skeptical.
noting that most ot the
non- t S tort es had been
stationed in predominanits
Shiite or Kurdish areas
spared the intense 'set tartan
s iolente that has rot ked
Baghtlad-area neighborhoods
-It the Brits [calls do
has c the abilits to redeplir.
tor, L'`.. SA C Its 14 4 4.1,1‘ need
them in Baghdad and ens irons:. said Michael ()'Han Ion. .1 military .anal y st at
the Brookings Institution
and an ads iser to the bipartisan Iraq Study Group
"The decision reflects
British domestic politics,
which present Blair from
es en considering sending
some of those freed-up
forces toward Baghdad "
long gone from Bush's
coalition MT troops from
Spain and Italy, whose
By Torn Raum

leaders were hooted out or
office by toter, unhappy
ith their war alliances
Despite withdrawals ere are
ith Bush
an esttmated 14.26
rsonnel
Denmark recently said it
from coalition nation nd about
uould v.ithdraw all its 4611
139,000 Arnencantr
in Iraq
troops ht, August South
Korea. V.
nov. has
Britain
7.100
2,100 in the northern Iraqi
S Korea MEE 2.301
a. ity of Irbil, plans to bring
Georgia .900
1.1041 home h), April, and
Poland NI 900
its parliament inststs on a
Colition
Romania
600
complete withdrawal by the
totes
Australia
I 550
end ot 2007
in kaq
Denmark 460
Secretary of State Con .
AS
doleezza Rice said the
El Salvador I 380
Feb 21,
British pullback squares
Mongolia 1160
20(
ith the 1' S plan to turn
Others
916
titer more control to Iraqis.
SOURCE Defense minastnes
• The coalition remains
AF
intact and, in tact. the
non "weakens the image of
British still has e thousands
at troops deployed in Iraq:' the coalition and further
isolates the U.S.." said
she said
Anthony Cordesman. an
The Pentagon has
Iraq expert at the Center
stopped publicly listing the
tor Strategic and Internacountries in the coalition
tional studies. "This is a
and troop levels
v.ar of perteptions."
In a recent count by [he
Associated Press that
Furthernure, Cordesman
includes information from
said. "I think that we have
indisidual coalition partners.
to understand that virtually
22 countries still hate
cry moni that goes by.
forces in Iraq Only Britain
Iraqi tolerance for a U.S.
and South Korea are conpresence declines."
tributing more than 1.000
The coalition may have
each
outlised its ut,efulness, sugThe next-largest contingested John Pike, a defense
gents are Georgia and
'analyst at
Poland. each w ith (Sal com
GlobalSecurity erg, an
hat forces. Romania. with
Alexandria. V.I., think tank.
about WO troops. and Aus'Initially. the 'coalition of
tralia, 'as ith 550 Lithuania
the willing' %erred to legitis seriously considering
imiie the United States
st ithdraw mg its 53 from
going in -- in tke absence
Iraq. Defense Ministry
of a U_N. mandate Once
spokeswoman Ruta
we were in there it served
Apcitky te. said Wednesday
to
legitimize the new and
There arc even smaller
improved Iraq gostrnment.'
t.aintrihuitonaa Estonia has
Now, most coalition partls troops in Iraq, Kazaners are helping to-. secure
khstan. 27 military engiregions that can tabf care
neers. Netherland., 15 solof themselves. "I v4uldn't
diers as part of a NATO
be surprised to see
training mission. and Slovelot of
nia. four military instrucother coalition peopl pack
tors.
their bags and go hetne
The British troop redut too." Pike said.
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Anna Nicole Smith saga slogs on;
baby's DNA next issue on table
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Floyd McClure, 82, Ky. 121 South, Murray, died Thursday, Feb.
22, 2007, at 4:10 p.m. at the home of his son, Randy McClure.
A master mechanic by trade, he retired from the
CrOWilie Corporation and the City of Murray Public
Works. An Army veteran of World War II, he served
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
with the 101st Airborne Division Screaming Eagles.
He was a member of New Mount Cannel Baptist (AP)— The melodramatic legal
fallout from Anna Nicole
Church where he served as a deacon and Sunday
Smith's 'death shifted Friday
school teacher.
from
where to bury the former
Preceding him in death were his wife, Lavell McClure, one sister
and two brothers. Born Sept. 26, 1924, in Calloway County, he was Playboy Playmate to who gets
custody of her baby, who could
the son of the late Fred McClure and May Vaughn McClure.
Survivors include throe sons, Randy McClure and wife, Cindy, inherit millions.
Attorneys
for
Larry
and Tony McClure and wife, Angie, all of Murray, and Gary
McClure and wife, Valerie, Metropolis, ill.; seven grandchildren, Birkhead, the photographer who
Michelle Potter and husband, Michael, and Mitchell, Heather, claims to have fathered 5Brittany, Kimberly, Andrew and Shawn McClure; one great-grand- month-old Dannielynn, planned
child, Whitney Lynn Potter; two sisters, Mrs. Sadie Carson and hus- to ask a Florida family court
band, Damon, and Ms. Mary Kinsolving, and one brother, Blondie judge to enforce a California
McClure and wife, Frankie, all of Murray; several nieces and court's order that the infant's
DNA be tested to prove paterninephews.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock- ty.
Smith's boyfriend, Howard
Coleman & York Funeral Home. Dr. Larry Salmon and Rev. David
York will officiate. Pallbearers will be Mitchell, Andrew and Shawn K. Stem, and Frederic von
McClure, Michael Potter, Derek Pace and Roger Stubblefield. Anhalt, the husband of actress
Entombment will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Zsa Zsa Gabor, also claim to be
the father. Stern is listed as
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 6 p.m. Saturday.
Dannielynn's father on the birth
certificate.
Lloyd E. Boyd
On Thursday, a sometimes
Lloyd E. Boyd, 82, Sharpe Street, Murray, died Thursday, Feb.
22, 2007, at 4 p.m. at his home. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in blubbering judge gave Richard
Milstein, the court-appointed
charge of arrangements.
lawyer for Dannielynn, the
power to resolve a dispute
Jerry L. McManamy
Jerry L. McManamy, 51, North Sixth Street, Murray, died between Stern and Virgie
Thursday, Feb. 22, 2007, at 2:24 p.m. in the emergency room of Arthur, Smith's estranged mothMurray-Calloway County Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is er, over where to bury Smith.
Milstein said she would be
in charge of arrangements.
buried in the Bahamas next to
her son, but gave no time frame.
Charley T.(Pap) Hendley
In a bizarre, rambling stateCharley T.(Pap) Hendley, 84, Mayfield, died Thursday, Feb. 22,
ment from the bench. Circuit
2007, at 9:50 a.m. at his home.
He was a retired employee of Kelly, Wilmore Telephone Judge Larry Seidlin choked up
Company and also a retired farmer. An Army Air frequently but made it clear
Force veteran of World War II, he served in North what he felt should be done.
want her buried with her
Africa and Italy. He was a member of Murray Lodge
105 of Free and Accepted Masons and of a a chapter son in the Bahamas," he said
through tears. "I want them lobe
of the Order of the Eastern Star.
One son, Jerry Hendley, preceded him in death. together.The ruling came a full two
He was the son of the late Luther H. and Sarah Hayes Rule.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Lounell Hendley; one weeks after Smith died at a
son, Danny L. Hendley, Mayfield; one daughter, Mrs. Charlene Florida hotel at age 39 of stillSheppard and husband, Tun, Florida; two sisters, Mrs. Lucille undetermined causes.
Arthur planned to appeal the
Linder, Flint, Mich., and Mrs. Lula-Nell Frye, Taylor, Mich.; four
decision and criticized the
grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn judge's scene-stealing antics in
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Billy Sizemore and Rev. Jerry the courtroom.
"Maybe he wants to be a
Rollins will officiate. Burial will follow in the Millers Chapel
Cemetery with military rites to be conducted by American Legion movie star," she told NBC's
Post if26. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. "Today" show Friday.
Saturday. Masonic rites will be Saturday at 7 p.m. at the funeral
Milstein said earlier that teshome.
timony during the hearing made
it clear Smith should be buried
next to her son, as Stem wanted.
Arthur wanted her buried in her

Salmonella found in
peanut butter jars from
Georgia ConAgra plant
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OMAHA, Neb. — A week
after ConAgra Foods Inc.
recalled peanut butter from its
Georgia plant after a salmonella
outbreak, the Center for Disease
Control confirmed the presence
of the dangerous germ.
No deaths have been confirmed, although a Pennsylvania
family
filed
a
lawsuit
Wednesday claiming a relative
died from eating tainted peanut
butter.
Opened jars from people who
were sickened in New York,
Oklahoma and Iowa tested positive for salmonella, said Dave
Daigle, a spokesman for the
CDC in Atlanta.
"Now the question becomes,
how did the salmonella get in
the jar," Daigle said.
ConAgra Foods Inc. last
week recalled all Peter Pan and
Great Value peanut butter made
at its Sylvester, Ga., plant after
federal health officials linked
the product to a salmonella outbreak that has sickened at least
329 people from 41 states since
August.
Bennett-Webb,
Leslea
spokeswoman for the Oklahoma
Department of Health, said the
state recovered seven peanut
butter jars from 11 cases confirmed by the state, and found
the strain of salmonella in at
least one.
In Iowa, Kevin Teale,
spokesman for the state's
Department of Health, said the
positive match is from one of the
state's six confirmed cases.
At least 51 people were hospitalized with symptoms of the
disease between Aug. 1 and Feb.
2. with 60 percent of illnesses
beginning after Dec. 1, according to the CDC. Salmonella,
which commonly originates
from the feces of birds and animals, sickens about 40,000 people a year in the U.S. and kills
about 600. It can cause diarrhea,
fever, dehydration, abdominal
pain and vomiting. ConAgra
learned of the test results
Thursday, spokesman Chris
Kircher said. Gary Bodkin,chief
executive of Omaha-based
ConAgra. said Thursday that the

Friday, February 23, 2007• 5A

company will take "all reasonable steps to remedy the situation."
"We are truly sorry for any
harm that our peanut butter
products may have caused,"
Rodkin said in a news release.
Government and industry
officials have said the contamination may have been caused by
dirty jars or equipment. Peanuts
are usually heated to high, germkilling temperatures during the
manufacturing process. The
only known salmonella outbreak
in peanut butter — in Australia
during the mid-1990s — was
blamed on unsanitary plant conditions. ConAgra has said none
of its previous routine testing of
plant equipment and peanut butter has tested positive for salmonella. The Food and Drug
Administration last inspected
the plant in February 2005 and
found no problems.
The Sylvester plant is the
sole maker of the nationally distributed Peter Pan brand, and the
recall covers all peanut butter
produced by the plant siiice May
2006. Shoppers are being asked
to toss out jars having a product
code on the lid beginning with
"2111," which denotes the plant.
The jars or their lids can be
returned to the store where they
were purchased for a refund.
Great Value peanut butter is a
Wal-Mart Stores Inc. house
brand made by several manufacturers. Great Value peanut butter
that does not have the "2111"
code is not included in the
recall.
The family of Roberta
Berkey alleges in a negligence
and wrongful-death lawsuit
against ConAgra that salmonella-tainted peanut butter killed
Barkay and sickened her husband and daughter. Barkay. 76.
had been hospitalized with gastrointestinal problems, then
developed a bacterial infection
before she died Jan. 30, said her
lawyer, Rob Peirce.
Her husband, William was
sick with similar symptoms late
last year, after the Barkays
bought the peanut butter.

AP
Howard K. Stem, Virgie Arthur and Larry Birkhead talk to the media late Thursday after a judge
ruled that Anna Nicole Smith should be buried in the Bahamas.
native Texas.
Stern had been hunched over
a table with his hands folded as
he listened to Seidlin's ruling
and wiped away tears afterward.
Arthur covered her eyes.
Outside cowl, Stern, Arthur
and Birkhead pledged to work
together on funeral arrangements.
"It's a family affair," said
Krista Barth, the attorney for
Stern.
Birkhead testified that he had
urged Smith to seek drug treatment. When he visited the
Bahamas home Smith and Stern
shared last year, he said he
became increasingly concerned
about her medicine use.
"They kept bringing more
and more drugs in the house,"
Birkhead said,adding that Smith
told him She needed the prescriptions to live. When he suggested Smith enter drug rehabil-

itation, he said she told him:
"I'm not a drug addict and quit
calling me one."
Testimony in the case has
been peppered with details of
Smith's sexual liaisons and
deals allegedly being pursued to
profit from the deaths of her and
her son.
Also Thursday, celebrity.'
news Web site TMZ.com posted
a video of Smith hugging and
being kissed by a shirtless doctor. who is under investigation

by the California state medical
board for conduct related to
Smith. In the video from a nightclub. Stern and Birkhead watch
as Smith and Dr. Sandeep
Kapoor cuddle on a seat.
Messages left for Kapoor's
Los Angeles publicist Mark
Saylor, on his cell phone and at
his office, were not returned. A
message also was left for
Kapoor's Los Angeles attorney,
Ellyn Garofalo.
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Murray Sewing Center

irmigain

Sewing S Quilting Classes
Offering A Variety Of Sewing Classes.
Stop in and MO ow sowing sarnplist& sign up nowt
Bel-Air Shopping Center • 270-759-8400
Call For More Information
IZ

or

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Snapper, Ferris
Good thru March 15, 2007

PUSH MOWERS
AUTO - HOME - LILL INSURANCE

Boggess Mini Storage

Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

-A Better Place To Store"

NOW OPEN
270-759-5555

1475 121 N., Murray, KY
(across from National Guard Armory)

February FREE With 2 Mo. Paid Rent
5x10 to 10x30

"
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STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones hid. Avg. —124413 - 24.8
Air Products
1.49
AT&T,
+ 0.05
BB&T
.0.13
Briggs & Stratton -30.94• 0.20
Bristol Myers Squibb —.17.02.0,07
CaterpBbir ------.67.22• 0.56
Chevron Texaco Carp—70,8!
Daimler Chrysler ............70.60 + 0.62
Dean Foods
• 0.27
Exson-Mohi
+ 0.12
Ford Motor.._._...................8.30 • 0.05
General Electric
• 0.26
General Motors
+ 0.01
Glaxo,Smithlaine ADR —56.79 + 0.43
Goodrich
-0.56
_15.92 + 0.06
Gooch ear
HopFed Bank* __1632 B 16.49 A
1 B M..
._97J2.0.6S

trrtt c, .1%

of 9 ,1

Intel
.Z037- 0.10
Kroger_...... ---..25.86.0.14
Mattel
+0.02
McDonalds
45.88 • 0.17
Merck
- 0.23
Microsoft—
- 0.31
J.C. Penney
.......84.22 + 0.83
Pepsico, Inc.
..........64.55 0 11
Pfher,
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Regions Financial ......-37.22 -0.22
Schering-Flough_____23.74 -020
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Wal-Mart

All For Only

$4995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

All For Only

995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Betts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only

$10995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Finng

$14995
All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

(_Any Additional Parts & Labor AtAdditional costs.)

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants(f-RI
Ron Arent I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753.3366 I 800.444.1854
fturs: 8:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. M-F
Word
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Murray Home & Auto
www.murrayhomeandauto.com
753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-12:09

Chestnut St.
Murray
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West Kentucky Allied services, Inc.
will hold a public meeting Tuesday
A1t'11211
.?Clef
I he I'd
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West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc. will
hold a public meeting to discuss the needs
of the low-income families and individuals
In Calloway County on Tuesday at 4 p.m.
at the office in suite C of Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray.
This will be for the upcoming year of
2008. This project is funded, in part, under
a contract with the Cabinet of Health and
Family Services with funds from the Community Service Block Grant Act of the
Jo's
U.S. Department of Health and Human
Datebook Services,
according to Shirley J. Jones,CSBG
By Jo Burkeen Outreach/Social Worker.
Community
All interested persons are invited to
Editor
attend. For more information call Jones
at 753-0908 prior to the meeting.
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Adult Great Books Group will meet

II\

Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday at
7 p.m. in the meeting room of the Calloway County Public
Library. Dr. Lanette Thurman will be the leader for the discussion of a selection, "Goblin Market" by Christina Rossetti.
Anyone who has read the selection is invited to take part in
the discussion.
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Tiger Paws helping Red Cross
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Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.
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Special night at Coldwater
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Friends and Family Night will be Saturday at 7 p.m. at
Coldwater United Methodist Church.
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Rebbie Edmonds, MSU Idol Finalist

Olsen named as Rotary Student of the Month
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moviesinmurray.com
SHOWT1MES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY
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Reno 911: Miami
Bridge To Terahithia
Connor Olsen
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Ear, Nose& Throat of ilurrav

Upholstery • Design Servicenillrle

Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

xomocea.0

Di- Phillip Mapper

Beverly Jones - Audiol(Jgisd

rgh y

- Hearing Aid Specialist

Physician's Hearing Center

)))

Sit 1st Improved and Best 'Team
Player lie adsanced to the
Kentucky State Speech and
forensics finals in both Storytelling and Duo Improv.
Olsen has received the Outstanding Student Awards in
Algebra I. Algebra II. Science.
English I. English II and Journalism Ile carried a Microsiitt
Office Specialist Certification
his tumor year.
[he Calloway senior has
been honored by Who's Who
Among High School Students,
the National Honor Society.
National Honor Roll, and is a
member of the National Societc of High School Scholars.
tie has also been honored by
the t S. Achievement Academy with English. Math and
14 MEnal I sin
Merit Awards and
as an .4\11-American Scholar.
Olsen is the son ot Duane
and Dawn Olsen. During the
summers. Olsen travels to Alaska to work in the family commercial fishing business with
his parents. Fie is a member
ot South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church
lie has been accepted to Murra\ State I ni\ersity where he
plans to major in journalism
and mass communications.
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Applications for the two scholarships for students of Calloyalty County Panrn Bureau families must be delivered to the
Farm Bureau office at 1702 K. 121 North Bypass, Murray, by
Wednesday. Feb. 28. This is for- graduates of Calloway and
Murray High Schools and Eastwood Christian Academy:.

T-shirts available for Relay for Life
Each year Relay for Life offers a different color T-shirt
with the annual design for relay committee members. The cost
is $5. Any member wanting a T-shirt is asked to call Kathy
Si. Hodge, Relay for Life chair, at 436-2424 or 759-1884
before the next committee meeting.

Temple Hill event is tonight
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
sponsor a chili supper tonight from 6 to 8 at the lodge hall
on Ky. 464, east of Almo. The public is invited.

Kirksey Ball Park plans sign-ups
Kirksey Ball Park will have sign-ups for the summer sea
son today from 5 to 7 and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at Kirksey United Methodist Church and Saturday from 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at First United Methodist Church. Murray.

Glory Bound event tonight
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured this week will
be The Smith Family. The Gospel Three and Kevin Crawford.
There is no admission charge, but items for Need Line will
be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
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Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
at the Shrine Club facility. Ky. 121 North. Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.
p.m.

Roping and Barrel Racing planned
Roping and Barrel Racing, sponsored by Murray State University Rodeo Team, will be at West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center tonight at 6. Saturday at 8 a.m. and 1 p.m.
and Sunday at 2 p.m. For information call 1-270-823-3211.

Teacher of Year applications available
Applications for the annual "Teacher of the Year" award arc
now being accepted at Wal-Mart. This award is designed to
recognize teachers who have gone above and beyond normal
expectations. Applications are available at the Wal-Mart customer service desk. They must be returned to Wal-Mat no later
than today. The winner will receive a $1010 grant made
payable to the school where they teach.
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Commission Rate
When Selling Your Home!

Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South Nth Street • Murray. KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
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Scholarship applications due Feb. 28
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Susan Olivia Lewis

Dexter Pentecostal Church, Dexter, will sponsor a supper of
chili supper on Saturday from 5 to 7 p.m. at the church. This
will be $5 for chili, drinks and desserts. Proceeds will go
toward the church building fund.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
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Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have
a blood drive today from 2 to 7 at the Weaks Community
Center, 607 Poplar St.
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Calloway County High School Baseball team will hold a
car wash on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.. weather permitting, at Taco Johns. Donations to help the team will be appreciated.
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CCHS Baseball team plans event
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Dexter church plans chili supper
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. —
Austin Carter of Murray has
qualified for the fall dean's
list at Belmont University. Eligibility is based on a minimum course load of 12 hours
and a quality grade point average of 3.5
Carter is a freshman commercial music/guitar major in
the school of music. He will
have his first access and recording session in the RCA Studio B in late February with a
fellow Belmont student, Kyle
Rictor, a music business major
producing and engineering his
recording session.
Carter's music can be heard
at www.myspace.com/austincartermusic.
An honor graduate of Murray High School, Carter is the
son of Jim and Debbie Carter
of Murray.

Photo provided

Students attending DECA Regionals were front row from left Darcie Smotherman, Jasemine
Carr, Katie Bamett and Zach Martin; back row, from left, Leanna Linn, Billie Duncan, Jenny
Dillon and Bianca Mora. Not pictured is Advisor Cindy Adams,

Austin Carter

DECA members compete at Region
1 Career Development Conference

ipper of
:h. This
will go

The Murray-Calloway County Area Technology Center
DECA members competed at
the DECA Region I Career
Development Conference at
Murray State University on
Feb. 6.
Leanna Linn placed 1st in
Business Services Marketing

hold a
permit• apple-

7 moms,

p.m. at

and received the Region I
DECA Scholarship. Zach Martin placed 2nd in Ky Marketing Fundamentals. Lauren
Oswalt placed 1st in Job Interview, Jenny Dillon placed 3rd
in Quick Serve Restaurant Management. Bianca Mora placed
4th in Apparel and Accessories

Marketing, Jasemine Can
placed 3rd in DECA Creed,
and Darcie Smotherman placed
3rd in Ky Marketing Fundamentals.
These students will have the
opportunity to advance to state
level competition in Louisville
in March.
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ALL STATE BAND: These students from Calloway County High School performed with the
KMEA All State Band on Feb. 10. The students Derrick Christopher, Jonathan R. Higgins,
Emily Ashby, Jonathan Torsak and Cory Mullins earned spots in the elite group through three
audition processes in Nov. , Dec. and Feb. Over 6,000 students auditioned for the 190 member group that was selected to perform before Kentucky's Music Educators across the state.
Pictured are Derrick Christopher, Jonathan Higgins, Emily Ashby, Johnathan Torsak and Cory
Mullins after the performance.
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spring into fashion

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Special
Olympics
Kentucky
announces the appointment of
Crystal Rich and Aaron Officer as the Calloway county
local coordinators.
Their responsibilities include
serving as a "point of contact"
for local delegations or anyone inquiring about the Special Olympics Kentucky program. They will also be responsible for recruiting new athletes, volunteers and conduct

quarterly sport sign-up meetings.
To inquire about the Special Olympics in Calloway
County, contact Rich and Officer at 1-270-227-9551 or the
SOKY office at 1-800-6337403.
Special Olympics is the
world's largest program of
sports training and competition
for children and adults with
mental disabilities. Participation
is open to all individuals eight

years of age or older. Training competition in local, area,
state and national programs is
Offered year-round in 22 sports.
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ROTARY SPEAKER: Dr. Tony Brannon, dean and professor
of agriculture at Murray State University, recharged the laughter of the Murray Rotary Club with his presentation based on
the Dr. Seuss book, One Beyond Zebra." His highly entertaining motivational talk was interspersed with very serious
and profitable ideas for achieving success and happiness in
the daily work schedule.

In NEW Spring Colors
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In NEW Spring Colors
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STUDENT OF THE WEEK: Will Kemp, Murray High Schoo
senior, was selected as Student of the Week by Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors and WNBS. Pictured from left are
Rebecca Landolt, realtor, Kemp and Teresa Speed, principal.

Freedom is never
given; it is won.
-A. Philip Randolph
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Teal, Royal. Melon & Cream

OL,Last Chance Clearance Co ••
v the red-lined price of ONE clearance item

off

Not valid with any other coupon cx alter. Selected designers, fragences and shoes
excluded See stores for details Valid 2/23-25, 2007 t2357
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For most people, the thought of
a homecoming is filled with positive emotions. We usually associate home with safety, comfort
and a loving family. It is no wonder that Homer's epic poem,
The Odyssey, has been told and
retold for thousands of years,
because it is the story of a man
who struggles against incredible
odds for ten years to find his
way home. Nearly everyone can
empathize with a man who struggles so valiantly to
reunite with his wife and son. Likewise, much of the
Old Testament is concerned with the Israelites'
attempts to return to their homeland. Their enslavement by the Egyptians, and later by the Babylonians,
as well as their sojourn in the desert, kept them from
the "land of milk and honey" they considered home.
Although it may not always be possible to return to
the physical home we grew up in, it is possible to
return there in the quiet recesses of our mind. When
we feel like coming home but just can't seem to get
there, physically or mentally, we should remember
that our ultimate home is with God. Our spirits were
created in Heaven and will one day return there to be
at home with all those who have gone before us.
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MINISTRIES DITERNATIONAL
7 p.m.
Tuesdays Bible Study
Saturdays Spiritual Training 8 p.m.
Saturday. Celebration Service 7 p.m.
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7:00 p.m
Thursday Night
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning
Sunday Evening
TOO p.m
UNITY OF',Arm FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m.
Sunday
Wednesday
7 p.m.
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9.30 a.m
Worship
11.30 a.m. & 7 p.m
Wed. Bible Study
7pm
Fnday Worship
7pm
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
1
ma.1.W of Lynn Grove
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
1045 am
Evening Service
730 p m
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10.30 a.m. k 6 p m
Wednesday Family Training
7 p in
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 a.m.
Wednesdays
700 p.m.

KIRKNEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
00 am
Sunday School
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Evening Worship
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Bible Study
9(40 am
Worship
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041 p
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 45 am
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SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10.45 am
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
5 a m . 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Study
10:15 a.m.
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10.50 cm.
Evening Worship
6.00 p m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9 00 a.m
Warship
1000 am & 6700 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 (.X) p to
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
900 a m
Evening
ti
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Wedneada!,
7-041 p m

CIVICI ST NSW gall?
If LEITER BAT SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10 00 a m
Sunda,. Sch(sil
11 10 a m
Sacrament Meeting
12.10 p m

EPISCOPAL
KT JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10 30 a m
Sunday School
900 a m
Sunday Worship
5.00 p m
Tuesday
12 00 p ni

INBEPENEENT

ME CARMEL
1000 a.m.
Worship
Sunday School
11 -00 a.m.

PALESTINE UNITED
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9 30 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a in
10 45 a in
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Sunday School
9.00 a in
Preaching
10.00 a m

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Service
11 00 a m

MAUI=

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1015 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.

MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m.

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11:00 a.m
Wednesday Evening
6:30 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 cm
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Church
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
Wednesday
7:00 p.m

BIMANIJEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
900 a.m
Worship
10:30 a.m

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Sunday Night
5700 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.

ISICTIONIST
BETHEL urrrrED

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

Morning Worship
Sunday School
2nd & 4th Sun Night

9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
6:00 p.m

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
let & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Sunday School
10-00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 cm.
DEXTER-HARDEN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
FIRST urrrrED METHODIST
Worship
845 & 11 a.m
Sunday School
950 a.m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
MOO a.m
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
900 a.ro
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Worship
11:00 cm.
Wednesday Worship
7:05 p.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m
KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a m
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 cm.
Church School
10:45 a.m.

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
144 1441 a in
Worship
11 00 a m

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 am.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
10.00• m
Wednesday Home Groups 600 pm

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
600 p.m.
10:30 a.m. & 6 pm.
Wegabip
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 am.
Worship Sun.6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1050 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCHNEV/ CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00-730 p.m.
Worship Service

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10400 a.m.
Worship
MOO a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
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READY MIX CO.
Busking Blocks

East Main Street
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I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
- 2 nnwthy 4:7

I Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
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9th St.

753-7,719

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Our Family Is Here M
Help Yours.
1797W. MAD•Murray•279-753-1%2

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Touch
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Four Rivers Will Graham
Celebration is scheduled
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Four Rivers Will
Graham Celebration has been scheduled for
Sept. 14-16 at Carson Park. This event is a
not-for-profit corporation, operating under the
direction of a Celebration General Committee
led by Ron Beaton, chairman.
Hundreds of volunteers representing churches and denominations across the region are expected to participate in the eighth-month preparation process, working toward a successful celebration.
Will Graham, son of Franklin Graham and
grandson of Evangelist Billy Graham, is the
third generation to host evangelistic events
under the banner of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association.
A Celebrations Information Seminar will be
Saturday from 10 a.m. to noon at Broadway
United Methodist Church, Paducah. Other seminars have been conducted at Christian Fellowship Church, Briensburg; Woodlawn Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Paducah; Trace Creek
Baptist Church, Mayfield; Brookport Church
of God, Brookpon, Ill.; and Concord Christian
Center, Paducah.
For more information, contact Erik Ogren
at 1-704-401-2117; Bonnie Schrock at 1-270575-2660: or Sam Hardy at 1-270-442-8898.

In our

CHURCHES

e-mail: jo.burkeentillipyledger.com

ChirchBulletins
have
churches
Various
released information concerning their worship services for
the coming weekend as follows:

University Church of
Christ: Randy Dunn and David

Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Trent cossey will sing a
solo at the morning hour. Eddie
Morris will give the children's
sermon. Brian Steward is minister of youth. Assisting will
be Jimmy Hale, deacon of the
week, and Jimmy Kimbro, B.J.
Koenecke, Junior Garrison and
Mike Davis, ushers. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
and prayer meetings at 5:30 p.m.

about "A Problem In the Fellowship" with scripture from
Philippians 4:1-3 at the 8:45
and 11 a.m. worship services
and about "What Do We Do
Now" with scripture from Exodus 14-15 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Dee and KOryLipford will lead the worship
services with Hazel Brandon,
Dee Lipford and Carol Kelly
as accompanists. Sunday School
for all ages will be at 10 a.m.

Taylor will speak with a message from the elders at the
10 a.m. worship service. Roy
Hawkins and members of the
University Youth will speak at
Coldwater Church of
the 6 p.m. worship service.
Calvary Temple is observing Black History
Goshen United Methodist:
Assisting Sunday morning will Christ: Richard Guill, minisMonth in February.
be Jack Wilson, James Wood ter, will speak about "Give Us Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will
On Sunday a special service will be con- and John Harris. Danny Clai- of Your Oil" with scripture speak at the 9 a.m. worship servducted with the Rev. Paul Green of Florence borne is worship leader and from Matthew 25:1-13 at the ice with Tom Villaflor as the
as speaker.
Roy Hawkins is youth and fam- 10:15 a.m. worship service and pastor's assistant. Emily BrewSunday School will be at 10 a.m. with wor- ily minister. Bible classes will about "Great Lessons from er and Teela Etheridge will serve
ship services at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. each begin at 9 a.m.
Hebrews" with scripture from as acolytes. Children's church
Sunday.
North Pleasant Grove Hebrews 8:7-13 at the 6 p.m. will be directed by Tina SexOn Wednesday Bible Study will be in the Cumberland
Presbyterian: worship service. Song leaders ton who will also direct the choir
church sanctuary and 5th Gear Youth in the Bro. Charles Westfall, pastor, will be Kevin Smith and Eric with Renee Doyle, Pat Brunn
church annex, both at 7 p.m.
and Carla Halkias as accomwill speak about "Faith on Trial" Stembridge.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr. panists. Marlene Beach and Pa
with scripture from Luke 4:113 at the 11 a.m. worship serv- Ann Marie Montgomery, co- Brunn will serve as greeters.
ice. David Bogard is song leader pastor, will speak about "Thirst Sunday School with Bob West
with Margaret Nell Boyd as and Desire" with scripture from as superintendent will be at
Dexter Pentecostal Church at Dexter will pianist. Sunday School will be Luke 4:1-13 at the 10:45 a.m. 10:15 a.m. in the family felworship service being held in lowship center. The Sunday
host a chili supper on Saturday from 5 to 7 at 10 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro. Wrather Auditorium at Murray night Bible study and the comp.m. Chili, drinks and desserts will be served
for $5 per person. Proceeds will go toward the Martin Severns, pastor, will State University. Todd E Hill bined youth groups of both
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50 is choir director with Lee Kenn Goshen and Kirksey churches
building fund of the church.
a.m. and the 6 p.m. worship as pianist. Assisting will be will meet at Goshen at 6 p.m.
The public is invited.
service. J.T. Lee is acting music Rev. David Montgomery as during the month of February.
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
director with Misty Williams liturgist, Michael Belcher, usher,
and Kathy Thweatt as accom- and Harry Conley, Marcia Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will
panists. The choir will sing Hobbs and Juli McClain, com- speak about "If" with scrip"We Have Head the Joyful munion servers. Sunday School ture from Luke 4:3, 7 and 9
at the 10:30 a.m. First SunSound" at the second morning will be at 9:30 a.m.
The Mighty Men of God Valor and Courage
day in Lent worship service.
of
Church
Road
Glendale
Danny
be
will
Assisting
service.
Conference will be Friday, March 9, from 7
McGrew, deacon of the week, Christ: John Dale, minister, will Sunday School and Adult Bible
to 9:30 p.m. and Saturday. March 10, from
and Ron James, Sunday School speak about "Renewal for Real Class will be at 9 a.m.
8:30 a.m. to noon at First Baptist Church, MurFirst United Methodist:
director. Sunday School will Growth" with scripture from
ray.
Richard Smith, pastor, will
Rev.
9
the
at
4:31-32
Ephesians
a.m.
9:40
at
be
who
seniors
and
sons
men,
all
for
is
"This
about "The Serenity
speak
Corey
and
service
worship
a.m.
Rev.
Baptist:
Westside
want to be men of might. wisdom, vision and
Glynn Orr, pastor, will speak Underhill will speak at the 6 Prayer. V" with the scnpture
holiness," a church member said.
about "From Believing to p.m. worship service. Todd from Philippians 4:4, 6-7. 10Dr. Paul David Freed will be the special
Becoming: Becoming Faithful Walker, associate minister, and 14 at the early light service at
speaker for the event. Registration is $35 per
of Our Treasure" with T.J. Hargrove will lead the 8:45 a.m. and the traditional
Stewards
at
under,
and
17
man and $25 for students,
from Malachi 3:8-12 singing. Also assisting will be service at 11 a.m. Faye Austin
scripture
the First Church, phone 753-1854. Those who
at the 10:30 a.m. worship serv- Gene McDougal, Prentice Dar- and Susan Blackford will have
pre-register by March 5 will receive customized
ice.; and about "From Believ- nell, Walter Lee Steely, Jacob special music at the early servmaterials.
ing to Becoming: Becoming Falwell, Billy Joe Hendon, ice. The chancel choir will sing
Faithful Stewards of Our Trea- Adam Thompson, Justin Hen- "Here I Am, Lord" with Dr.
sure" with scripture from drick, Matthew McNutt and Pam Wurgler as director. and
McCuiston. A short wor- Joan Bowker as organist, and
Photo provided Malachi 3:8-12 at the 6 p.m. Austin
will be at 5 a.m. Dr. Randall Black will sing a
service
ship
minis
Scott
Tommy
,
service.
Rai,
SOUPER BOWL DONATION: Jonathan
of music. The choir will and Bible classes at 10:15 a.m. solo. "Upon this Rock" at the
ister
Greater Hope Baptist Church will sponsor a a member of St. John's Episcopal Church col- sing "The Blood Will never
First Christian: Dr. Brian second service. Worship leadBlack History program on Sunday at 3 p.m. lege student group, accepts a donation from Lose Its Power" with Janice Baldwin, campus minister for ers will be Marcia Koenecke
at the church, located at 711 River Rd., off Rita Bendorf, a member of the congregation. Schecter as soloist and David Murray Christian Fellowship, at 8:45 service and Jim Stahler
South Fourth Street, Murray. Guests will be Donations collected on Souper Bowl Sunday Bivins will present special Murray Statej
l.Jeversity, will at the 11 a.m. service. Acolytes
o
Rev. Anthony Johnson Sr. and members of Mt. were sent to Bread for the world, an interna- music at the morning hour and speak at the
:15 a.m. wor- will be Laiken Balmer and
Dycus is Nicholas Alexander. Church
Sinai Baptist Church, Columbus.
Mark
service.
ship
present
will
Crawford
Kevin
ending
of
goal
tional organization with the
Rev. Henry Greer, interim pastor, invites the world hunger.
special music at the evening minister of music with Julie School will be at 9:50 a.m.
public to attend this special service.
hour, Assisting will be Mark Warner, Donnie Hendrix and The previous week's worship
Morgan and Danny Cunning- Judith Hill as accompanists. service will be televised on
ham, deacons of the week. The chancel choir will sing "Our NewWave Cable Channel 19
Shelly Harris is minister to Father." Erin Murphy is chil- at 11 a.m. and on Murray Elecpreschool and children. Sun- dren's director. Assisting will tric Channel 15 at 12:30 p.m.
day School will be at 9:30 be Jim Carter. worship leader. Sunday and 8 p.m. Monday.
Locust Grove Baptist: PasDave Eldredge and Ruth Daugha.m.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy aday, elders, and Ron and Vera tor W. Ryker Wilson will speak
Cunningham, pastor, will speak Melone. Larry Benton, Keena about "One Life: Priority #1"
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. Miller, Denny Lane and Lyn with scripture from Genesis 1
worship services. Henry Nance Ryan, diaconate.
The church held a pilot con- interpreters for the deaf have
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (AP)
Poplar Spring Baptist: Denis minister of music with Sher— Brian Sims was sitting in ference last year to train deaf carpets and pews which dead- ry Fortner, Oneida White and nis Norvell, pastor, will speak •See Page 10A
traffic when a car with a boom- pastors and leaders, with about en vibration. Large pillars and
ing stereo pulled up next to 100 people from around the other obstacles can obstruct
Southeast attending. A nation- views of the altar, and too
him.
Feeling vibrations from the al conference is planned for many windows can cause a
glare.
pulsating vehicle, the Baptist this fall.
"If you're a deaf person. I
Texas architect Cynthia
pastor who ministers to the
deaf got an idea: creating a Stiles, who designed the church, think it makes the service more
Small Country Church with Early Service!
one-of-kind church exclusively said she couldn't find any struc- meaningful to be able to feel
ture like it as she was in the the music from the floor," Stiles
for deaf people.
said through an interpreter."The
Today. the Brentwood Bap- planning stage.
Stiles, who also is deaf, said (violet) coloring from the walls
tist Deaf Church has more than
30 speakers beneath the floor she knew having a clear line make it easier to see. The
so congregants can feel the of sight to the altar area as acoustics are easier to underwell as good lighting and music stand the message and to comvibration of the music.
Many churches provide sign were crucial in the church municate better."
language for deaf and partial- design.
Often, churches that have in See Page 10A
ly deaf worshippers, but this
church in a Nashville suburb
We would like to welcome you to Lynn Grove community and
is unique because it was built
you and your family to come and worship with us on
invite
specifically with a deaf minmornings. We are a small country church with a family
Sunday
istry in mind.
"There is a hearing church,
atmosphere that offers an early worship service. We hope you will
basically. on every corner, but
come and join us for worship!
there's not really any place
like this," Sims said. "It's a
place where the deaf know,
Worship Service:
'This is for me,' that it meets
• 9:30
their needs." Sims said.
located at 2645 Hwy. 641 S., Murray, KY.,
The church has a loop sysSunday School:
tem, which allows anyone with
has been celebrating Black History Month
a hearing aid to tie into the
9:00
during the month of February.
sound system with the flip of
a switch.
Pastor: Timoth% R.
Each seat also is wider to
Palmer
give church members more
space to communicate in sign
Contacts:
language.
Parsonage 1489-2371/
The Southern Baptist church
has about 150 people who
E-mail:
attend, with Sunday services
that are now simulcast for 600
cw1g_umcVnetzero.net
to 700 people in 16 locations
A meal will be served in the Fellowship Hall
across the country.
Wehsite:
Sims said he wants the
immediatelyfollowing the morning service.
http://www.gtigmumc.
church to become a training
org/iyangrove
ground for deaf pastors and
Rev Darrell Young and the church congregation estendo an Ifti'liatiOft
Lynn
to
church leaders, because most
miles
8
go
94-W
Take
Diregiiima_fruzuldurray;
to evervont to attend tbese demur.,and the meal
seminaries currently require
/Grove. Tarn right at the caution light (Lynn Grove
deaf students to have their own
more information or transportation,
For
Country Store). Church will be on your left about 1/4
interpreters and most can't
please call 753-7389,
afford such an expense.

Calvary Temple plans
special service Sunday

Dexter Pentecostal
Church plans event

Mighty Men of God Valor
and Courage Conference
scheduled

Greater Hope Baptist
Church plans program

Tennessee church leads
way in deaf ministry

Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church

..‘
,
Calvary Temple Celebrates
Black History Month
Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church

On Sunday, February 25th,
Rev. Paul Green of Florence, KY,
will be the guest speaker at the
11:00 a.m. morning worship and
again at the 6:30 p.m. service.
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Should we emphasize miracles?
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University
Church of Christ
Question: W hy do s
churches place a great
emphasis on miracles, but
others do not? %% hat would
Jesus do if he were on
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III Tennessee church ...
Sims, whose adopted parents are deaf, noted some studThe National Association for ies have shown that between
the Deaf estimated in the late 80 percent and 90 percent of
1990s that there were only about deaf people don't attend church.
1.000 mainly deaf congregations He believes that's likely because
nationwide for the nearly 30 churches don't have interpreters
million deaf and partially deaf and other accommodations.
Americans.
Brentwood Baptist Church
Kathy Black, professor at hired Sims in 1995 to start •a
Claremont School of Theolo- full-time ministry to the deaf,
gy and a former chaplain at but the church's current locaGallaudet University for the tion wasn't built until 2003,
deaf, said there are likely fewer after it received a $1.5 mildeaf ministries now than in the lion donation. Before that, the
past because many don't get church held services in differthe funding they need to stir- ent facilities.
s Ise.
"Historically what takes
"A lot of the mainline Protes- place in a deaf church that's
tant churches are struggling under a hearing church is they're
financially, and when it comes moved from place to place
to budget cuts. (deaf ministry) because they're low man on
is often the first to go. It's the totem pole," Sims said.
expensive to pay an interpreter," "Deaf work is not a money
she said. "Churches think it's maker."
a large amount of money for
Black said that's part of
a relatively small population why the Brentwood Baptist
of people."
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KFC seeks
Papal blessing
for sandwich

Deaf Church is so unique.
—That's the first church I've
every heard of that's built for
deaf people," she said. "Most
dati
of the deaf churches just stru
gle to survive. It puts the
front and center."
Janet Clark,64, of Nashvilbi;
said she began to attend ta"'
Brentwood deaf church in the,
mid-'90s after she lost part of
her hearing from an inner-eir.t
disease.
• "My husband and I were
attending a hearing church,"
Clark said. "But when I could
no longer hear the minister's
sermon, my husband asked me
if I wanted_ trz attend the
church.
"At my former hearinf
church, I could hear nothinC.
But at the deaf church I cc
understand everything. So it is ,
such a blessing to be in an
environment where I can function and participate fully,"

BAPTISM BY ICE

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
For years, anything produced
by KR' had to meet the standards of Colonel Harlan
Sanders. For its new product.
the fried chicken chain is seeking a higher endorsement.
KFC has asked Pope Benedict XVI to bless the Fish
Snacker Sandwich, a Lenten
addition to the chain's Snacker sandwich line.
KFC sent the Pope a letter
earlier this month, asking him
to bestow a blessing on the sandwich. While the sandwich is
being marketed generally, John
O'Reilly. chief marketing officer for KFC, said the sandwich should prove especially
popular on Friday's, when
Catholics traditionally don't eat
meat in the 40 days leading
up to Easter Sunday.
"This is the first time KFC
has ever served fish nationally, and we believe that the
make it
t4Imab
glrge
i
Sn
le for I
At=
Catholics to observe the tenets
Clell Lucas, left, pastor of the Princess Chapel Church, bap
of their faith," KFC President
tizes Michael Tyler Clay, 17, with Mike Clay helping, in the ice
Greg Dedrick wrote in a letfilled Williams Creek near Cannonsburg, Ky.
ter to the Pope.

TO SERTA' SAVINGS!
SPECIAL PURCHASE!

Sunday Lunch Will Now Intlude:
• 4 Meats
• A Variety of Vegetables
Served II a.m. - 2 p.m. only
Ey§
Lasagna
• Pizza Buffet
& Hot N‘ing
• Pasta Buffet
Included On
• Salad Buffet
tincia Buffet
• Desserts
%. rill" II a

I/I

Pagliait
OPEN 7 I) kl'S A WEEK!

970 Chestnut Street • Mtirra • 753-2975

Dnifo?socine
30*AP ANDistanty!

60 Day
Best Price
Guarantee

On SOW!linliresses

AMERICA'S
MATTRESS
" BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTIR
(Belched Sirloin Stockade)
(270)761-ZZIS (9997)

"Because Life's Just Too Short To Live With A Dip!"

REP BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

MICHAEL DANN r Ledger & Times

ker senior forward Wes Adams is fouled hard by St. Mary's
•nathan Roof in the first half Thursday night at Jeffrey
ymnasium.

Second-half surge
helps Lakers sail
past St. Mary
CALLOWAY PUTS THREE PLAYERS
IN DOUBLE FIGURES IN THE WIN
finished with one.
Staff Report
But the second-half effort was
After scoring just 26 points in
the first two quarters of play, the one that CCHS head coach Terry
Calloway County Lakers put Birdsong said helped his club turn
together a 26-point, third-quarter good defense into a better offense.
"We picked up the pressure
effort to sail past St. Mary 68-55
Thursday
night at Jeffrey defensively, and then were able to
get out in transition," Birdsong
Gymnasium.
Despite a 23-point effett far the --rtaftned.---*Yre-itot---a—TIMning
Vikings (13-12) by Jonathan Roof, team, but we're comfortable doing
St.'Mary was outscored 42-31 in that if we have to. Although, it
the second half after the Lakers helps when you shoot the ball
held a two-point lead (26-24) at well."
Calloway went 25-of-52 (48
halftime.
Wes Perry led all Lakers (21-8) percent)from the floor and held St.
with 19 points, while Wes Adams Mary to 43 percent (l7-of-39)
and Eric Berberich helped out with shooting. The biggest differential
16 points. Landon Lockhart and for the Lakers was on the boards,
Josh Miller followed with eight where they out-rebounded the
points apiece, and Jamey Gream Vikings 32-17.

Tigers' defense does
in Livingston Central
MURRAY RIDES
1-2 PUNCH OF
SCORING TANDEM
Staff Report
Chess Volp and Kenneth Trice
provided the inside-outside punch as
dr Murray High Tigers knocked out
Livingston Central 52-39 Thursday
night at MHS.
The duo accounted for half of the
Tigers' points, as Volp dropped in a

team-high 13 with 10 rebounds while
Trice dumped in 11.
With the win, the Tigers evened
their record at 13-13 on the season,
with tonight's regular-season finale
against Carlisle County still remaining.
Aaron Jones added eight points for
Murray High, while Brett Gibson
(six), Joey Molder (five), Casey
Parker-Bell (five) and Blake
McCuiston (four) rounded out the
scoring for the Tigers.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8 Times

10)nnelh Trice works his way around the defense of Livingston
Centrars Josh Wiggins in the first half Thursday night.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
All season long, the Murray
State Racers have been better on
the road than at home.
But when it comes to the
Ohio
Valley
Conference
Tournament, there's no better
place for the Racers than the
Regional Special Events Center.
And — thanks to a gutsy effort
by its hobbled star senior and a
little help from an outside source
— that's just where Murray State
will be when the postseason
event begins on Tuesday night.
Fittingly on Senior Night, forward Shawn Witherspoon picked
his team's regular-season home
finale to produce his best game
of the season — his first doubledouble (11 points, 10 rebounds)
in 2006-07 — in lifting the
Racers to a 60-56 triumph over
visiting Tennessee on Thursday
at the RSEC.
Murray's win — coupled
with Samford's 70-67 home loss
to Southeast Missouri State last
night
assured it of no worse
than a fourth-place finish in the
final regular-season OVC standings.
The Racers (15-13, 12-7
OVC)could wind up as high as a
three-way tie for second place,
but they can only get as high as a
No. 3 seed in the tournament and
can do no worse than a No. 4
seed.
More importantly, though.
MSU kept alive its string ot
never having to play a firstround postseason game on the
road since the league altered its
tournament format several years
ago. And that's just fine with
Witherspoon.
"I know for a while we were
SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times
Racer freshman Marvin Williams (25) goes up for a shot attempt in the lane over playing better on the road than at
Tennessee Tech's Daniel Northern (20) during Murray State's victory, which secured a home," said Witherspoon, who
home game in the first round of the OVC Tournament.

Lady Racers get painful win
SCOTT COULD BE LOST
FOR SEASON AFTER INJURY
formed today to determine
By SCOTT NANNEY
the extent of the damage.
Sports Editor
Scott remained on the
Thursday night was bittersweet for the Murray MSU bench several minutes
after being helped off the
State Lady Racers.
The sweet was a come- floor, but she was eventually
from-behind 80-79 overtime escorted to the training
win over Tennessee Tech room, where her teammates
that kept their hopes alive came afterward to both confor at least a share of their sole her and celebrate an
first Ohio Valley Conference improbable victory.
The post-game atmoschampionship. The Lady
Racers can claim just that phere was equal parts celewith a win on Saturday night bratory and somber.
"We're saddened by
at Tennessee-Martin.
The bitter, however, is (Scott's injury) and disapthat Murray will almost pointed," said Murray State
assuredly have to do so head coach Joi Felton."As a
without the OVC's leading coach, I'm disappointed for
scorer and its unquestioned her as a senior. But, at the
leader — senior forward Joi same time, I think there's
Scott, who is likely done for motivation to go out there
the remainder of the season and play for her. We know
after suffering a left knee what the situation is, and we
injury late in the second don't have any control over
it.
half.
"The team realizes that
With just 4:49 to play in
regulation and the Lady somebody else has got to
Racers trailing by four (59- step up. Those are big shoes
55), Scott fell to the floor to fill. We're not asking
writhing in pain after somebody to be Joi Scott.
attempting a rebound off a We're asking people to do it
missed 3-pointer by fellow by committee," she added.
And that's certainly what
Brooke
Ashley
senior
the Lady Racers (19-7, 15-4
Hayes.
Team doctors labeled the OVC)had to do in the waninjury as a dislocated patella ing moments of regulation
tendon, which is a symptom to save their chance at a conof a likely torn anterior cm- ference title.
ciate ligament (ACL). An
MRI was expected to be per-

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger 8 Times

Lady Racer guard Shaleea Petty (15) goes to the basket over
Tennessee Tech's Allison Price(31)during Mars come-frombehind win over the Golden Eaglettes in overtime on
Thursday night. The Lady Racers will play for at least a share
of the OVC championship on Saturday at Tennessee-Martin.

•Scott

•Racers
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Sponsored By
But things would get appreciably worse for Murray before
they got better. Tennessee Tech
(12-17, 11-9) built as much as a
seven-point cushion with only
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
46 seconds to play.
Eaglettes
Golden
The
"Your more than one company agency
appeared poised to close out the
753-8355
901 Sycamore
victory and hand MSU a devastating loss that would all but
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
have eliminated its title hopes.
Trimble Co 43, Ludlow 40
Thursdey's scone
But Tech guard Blair Bowens,
Aarren Central 72. University Heights
By The Assockeed Press
shootthrow
an 85-percent free
61
PREP BASKETBALL
Murray Tournament
er, left the door open for a Lady
Boys Basketball
Murray 52. Livingston Central 39
Bath Co. 69, Linn" Co. 53
Racer comeback by missing
Ws Basketball
Beechwood 63. Newport 47
three of her seven foul shots in
Apollo 59, Butler Co 29
Bethlehem(I& Spencer Co. 59
the final minute.
Babard Memonal 64, Fulton City 21
Boone Co. 54, Me Heights 52
Believue 68 Beachwood 39
Murray managed to push the
Boyd Co. 66, Fleming Co. 55
Boone Co 52, Holmes 49
Calloway Co. 88, St. Mary 55
game into an extra five-minute
Bowling Green 54, Edmonson Co. 41
Carver" Christian 70, Heritage Academy
9-2
TTU
outscoring
by
session
Bracken Co 42, Deming 34
59
Bullrn East 71 Lou Pleasure Ridge
in the waning seconds.
Cawood 45. Clay Co. 43
Park 57
Community Christian (Paducah) 74,
Guard Alaina Lee sparked the
Carroll Co 62 Walton-Verona 30
Providence 53
comeback with a layup, and felCasey Co 49 McCreary Central 39
Frerview 58, Rowan Co. 54
low backcourt mate Shaleea
Clay Co 101 Cawood 41
Fort Campbell 66. Toed Co Central 64
Community Christian (Paducah) 83,
Petty, who tossed in 18 points on
Franicln-Simpson 59, Glasgow 31
Providence 41
FuNon Co. 61, Reidland 58
6-of-13 shooting, scored the last
curnoertano 55. Pineville 38
Garrard Co. 80, Lynn Camp 84
five points on a layup and a
East Carter 54. Ashland Blazer 51
Graves Co. 51, Lone Oak 39
East Ridge 55, Belfry 54
game-tying 3-pointer.
Harrison Co. 41, Montgomery Co 40
Fairview 41 Lewis Co 38
Hazard 74, Prestonsburg 70, OT
In overtime, the Lady Racers
Franklin Co 56 Boyle Co 46
Stabon 90, Bourbon Co 50
Bryan
Lex_
adversity,
more
even
faced
Franklin-Simpson 55. Glasgow 12
Las. Henry Clay 87, Pans 44
falling behind by four (73-69)
Graves Co 56. Lone Oak 24
Lox. Lafayette 58, West Jessamine 48
Johnson Central 66. Russell 64
with just over a minute gone off
Lem Sayre 83. Lou Brown 64
Knott Co Central 52, Hazard 36
Lea Tales Creek 66, Woodford Co 54
the clock.
Lawrence Co 50, Prestonsburg 47
Lloyd Memorial 61, Dayton 39
Despite rallying to lead by
Lea. Paul Dunbar 42, Lincoln Co 26
Lou Eastern 56. South Oldham 49
one (74-73), Murray trailed by
Lexington Catholic 69, Wayne Co 30
Lou Fairdale 59, Lou Holy Cross 53
on Central 63, Heath 46
McLean CO 74. Edmonson Co 67
three (79-76) with just one
Lou Fairdale 72. Lou Holy Cross 35
Monticello 68. Whitley Co 55
minute left. But Paige Guffey
Magoffin Co 65 West Carter 52
Newport Central Catholic 57 Conner 48
was fouled on an offensive
Montgomery Co 58. Lou Sacred Heart
Nicholas Co 72. Berea 40
49
rebound attempt and hit both of
Ohio Co,84, Breclunndge Co 59
Morgan Co 53 Lee Co 21
Oldham Co. 86. Gallatin Co 54
her free throws. Hayes then gave
Muhlenberg North 71 Hopkins Co
Perry Co_ Central 68, Jackson DKr 43
the Lady Racers a one-point
Central 58
Pikeville 50. Jenkins 42
edge with a pair of free throws
Ovisley Co 83. Cade 45
Pineville 51, Cumberland 50
Paintsville 52. Boyd Co 48
RusselNille 97. Dawson Spnngs 57
with only 13 seconds to go.
Pike Co. Central 55, Shelby Valley 44
Rye 503. Campbell Co 46
MSU had to weather one last
Shelby Co 60, Lou. Eastern 46
Shelby Valley 55. Leshe Co 46
game-winning attempt by the
Todd Co Central 53, Fort Campbell 44
Sheldon Clark 78 Phelps 70
Warren East 73. Monroe Co 56
Lady Eaglettes, who fmally sucSomerset 68 Wayne Co 60
Whitefield Academy 57, Frederick
South Laurel 56. Bell Co 55
cumbed when Bowens' off-balFraize 10
St. Henry 72. Western Hills 60
ance jumper missed its mark.
St. Patrick 53. Bellevue 42
Petty was there to grab the
rebound and dribble out the final
seconds.
OVC ROUNDUP
Now, the lady Racers will
undoubtedly face the toughest
challenge of their season by trying to win the conference crown
and a tournament championship
without their star player.
"There's no question that Joi
Scott is the focal point of our
JACKSONVILLE, Ala.(AP) Drake Reed and Landon Shipley
team." said Felton, whose top — With a game-high 20 points, each hit two free throws for the
scoring option finished with a including six 3-pointers, Ternck Viovefhors.Shipley ended with 16 points,
team-high 19 points and eight Willoughby led Southeast
rebounds despite the injury. Missouri to a 70-67 victory pvqg itiftChad 12 and Lockett 11.
"But we've got a lot of people Samford Thursday night.
Channels was 9-of-13 from the
who can score the ball. Now,
The score was tied 25-25 at floor and had a game-high eight
those people are going to have to the half, but the Redhawks (11- rebounds.
Tennessee St. 62,
step up and our roles are going 18,
Valley
Ohio
9-10
Morehead St 46
to have to change."
Conference) pulled ahead on a 3NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
pointer by Brandon Foust in the
first minute of the second half Ladarious Weaver had 26 points
and the Bulldogs (14-15, 11-8 off the bench to lead Tennessee
OVC)never took the lead again. State to a 62-46 win over
the Morehead State on Thursday
led
Willoughby
Redhawks' three double digit night.
Tennessee State (12-17, 8-11
scorers. Foust had 12 points and
AUSTIN. Texas (AP) seven rebounds and David Ohio Valley Conference) took a
Dennis Johnson was a favorite
33-22 first-half lead by shooting
Johnson added ten points.
in Boston where he played on
Merritt led the 47.8 percent from the field,
Ross
Joe
two NBA championship teams.
Bulldogs with 18 points. Randall including 7-of-15 shooting from
He was respected in Texas as
Gulina chipped in with 17 points 3-point range.
coach and mentor to players and Travis Peterson had 13.
Morehead State(11-17, 7-12)
aspiring to reach the levels he
struggled from the .arc, shooting
Austin Peay n,
did.
3-01-16 and 32 percent from the
E. Kentucky 68
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.(AP) field for the half. The Eagles
Former teammates and
— Wes Channels scored 22 were playing without senior
opponents remembered him
and Austin Peay held off a Shaun Williams, who was suspoints
who
someone
as
Thursday
for a 77-68 win over pended for the rest of the season
rally
late
gave everything to the game he
Kentucky Thursday on a violation of team rules.
Eastern
loved. Johnson died Thursday.
Weaver was 6-of-11 from 3night.
collapsing after his developAustin Peay (19-9, 16-3 Ohio point range. Clarence Matthews
ma learn's practice. He was
Valley Conference) scored the added 12 points.
52.
Cordaryl Ballard led the
last eight points ofthe game after
"Death vses just an awe- the Colonels (17-11, 12-7) Eagles with 14 points and
some player," his former closed to 69-68 on a 3-pointer by Quentin Pryor had 12 points and
a game-high eight rebounds. The
Celtics coach K.C. Jones said. Mike Rose with 1:27 left.
Eagles controlled the boards 37then
Lockett
Fernandez
"He played hard and he took
a pair of dunks and 30.
on
scored
the big shots."
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SCOTT NANNEV / Ledger & Times
Murray State guard Ed Horton (1) looks for rOOM around the
defense of a Tennessee Tech player during the Racers'60-56
triumph over the Golden Eagles on Thursday night at the
RSEC Horton finished with 16 points, including 11 in the second half
., I. cce point tota l
,114411
the sea - Mons trom both Horton and
Paul. The two Birmingham
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very glad for our seniors
gel a win at home and finish
the regular season on a positive
note.- said Kennedy, whose
team extended the program's
,tring of winning seasons to 20
straight. "To have a winning season in the regular season is
something that I wasn't sure we
could accomplish back last summer and in the fall. I'm really
proud of our guys for that.1'111

SEMO,Peay, TSU all
win Thursday night

Former NBA star
Dennis Johnson
dies at 52
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February 23, 2007
©I- 3:00 p.m.
Located in Murray-Calloway County Parks
810 Arcadia Drive, Murray, KY
Hours of Operation*
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sunday 12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Hours subject to change with Season and/or Demand
*Weather Permitting

Murray shot 41 percent from
the floor, going 18-of-43 from the
field, while knocking down 5-of14 shots from beyond the 3-point
arr.
A suffocating man-to-man
defense by Murray limited
Livingston Central to 40-percent
shooting 115-of-37)on the night.
'That's probably the best
defense we have played all season," said Murray head coach
David Fields, who thought his
team's defense was almost as good
as it was in a dvee-point loss to
Fulton County on Tuesday night
"I think our kids understand we're
going to score in the 40s every

night. We just have to remember to
keep the other team under that"
After a 48-38 loss at Marshall
County on Feb. 9, the Tigers was
scheduled to play six straight
- games against Class A opponents.
So far, Murray is 4-1 in those contests, with the lone loss coming
against Fulton County.
With the Fourth Distnct
Tournament starting Tuesday,
Fields has been pleased with die
effort his team has shown down
the stretch.
"We've had games against
'like' opponents," Fields added.
'The schedule does help us at this
time of the year, giving us sOttle
confidence. But our biggest thing
is we're winning those pmes."

SportsBriefs
•The Murray Youth Sports Association will hold an additional registration day for baseball and softball on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Ill the Wal-Mart Supercenter Registration is $55 per player, with a $S
Iscount for each additional player from the same family.
Local diamond sports are open to children ages 4 through 15
Baseball playing age is determined by the player's age as of Apt 31 of
this year Girls fast-pitch softball playing age is determined by the player's 1190 as of Jan. 1 of this year
Registration will COr1871U41 Monday-Friday during normal business
hours at the Murray-Calloway County Parks office on Payne Street. For
more information. contact Alan Lollar, YSA president, at 809-6858. or
call the park office at 762-0325

1;k,

The Insurance
Center of Murray

Racers 60, Rider 56
TENNESSEE TECH (ta-121
OA:Kenzie 3 5 4 9 10 Kuger 1-60 1 2
3...nes 2 1 0-2 4 Rivers 2 12 -,' 7 13
st.ei 5 '06 7 17 Northern 2-4 0-04
N.4,,k 2 4 02 4 1- Davis 0-0 0-0 0
kaboie u I 0 0 0 Bryant 1 1 0 0 2
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MURRAY ST (15-13)
Ariersixxx, 3 ,' 4 11 Pau. 3-7 2-4 8
is,rtur, 'U5 kiorlorra k, 0-8 0-0 0
...keorge 3-9 2 2 9
( lsor,ah 7.: 2 9 ,
WillidrT/, 0 4 0-0 0
`, 3
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u 17 Totals 20 58 14-19
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To awe on yew eaffonsiiisios
coftel to tad*

I 604 Seim Pt.• 753-5842

TV Schedule

TOOAY
AUTO RACING
3 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR. Craftsman Truck
&Ines, pole qualifying for San
Bernardino County 200. at Fontana,
Calt
4:30 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR. Node Cup. pole
quelthing tor Auto Club 500, at
Fontana, CMS
II p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR, Craftsman Truck
Series. San Bernardino County 200, at
Fcetana. Ca

90XING
5 p.m.
ESPN2 — Heerryesphts, Kelvin Davis
124-4-21 vs Derriere Wilson (20-5-31 at
Scranton. Pa
CYCLING
10 p.m.
VERSUS — Tour of Calitonsa stage 5
at Solverkg Cale (same-day tape)
GOLF
p.m.
IOC -- PGA Tour/WOC, Accivoiur0
Maich Play Championship. third round
matches. at Tucson Ash
5:30 p.m.
TGC — LPGA. Fields Open second
round at Kapott*, Hawaii
MBA BASKETBALL
7 p ni.
ESPN - Washington at Chicago
11:30 p m
Uteri at Denver
ESPN

tr.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Housing Act, which mass it illegal to advertise any preler
enie, limitation cc disennunalson bated on ram (Mot rell
gion Yes, handicap, familial status or national engin. ,s
intention to male any such Newman,!Mutations of do-

Amenimel asi olguaras0 mock no trot imp
ton ce ler ads loi any mor Mwray Lagos
rms. .41 M responstai lor onty ons incorrect
~son My mu snood Os mooned rens&
any m corrections can tys mods

crumnatson
State Laws foetid nommination in the sale, rental or adver
hung of real estate based to, tactoni in addition to those pru
Meted under federal law

DEADLINES

. •hts

Monday
Snuirt Saw
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Ridgy
Sans**

We

will knowing:Iv accept any advertising tor real estate
which a not in violation of the law All persons are hertitiimtrirmed that all dweihnp adverted are available on an
equal opportunity basin

For further assistance with Fair
Housinii.Vvrtising requirements,
contact
Cosawel Kane P Milant
(703)648-1000.

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Lassa Nonce
190
Notice
195
Personate
200
Financial
210
Floorktmaks **ROW
220
Lost And Found
290
Nalp Wanted
270
Position Wanted
280
Domestic 0. Chatter.
295
Business Opportune',
300
Electronics
320
Conamers
330
Appliance Parts
340
Want To Buy310
Articles For Sal.
370
Appriappg
3110
Home Furntstrings
310
Antigua.
410
Lawn & Garden
425

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
UM
110
120
110
140
150
135
160
165
ISO

Ferro Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firinscod
Mumma
Mobile Noma Lots For Saki
WPM norms COI Sass
Wale Moms. Foe Rent
Mobile Nana Lam For Flora
Ekakineas Reraisla
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Nouns For Rent
Storage Flantals
Cronanseclal Property
Pats 6 Supple.
Livestock•Supplies
Public San
Land For Rent or Lams

Mg:Iiiii5liflIgi

Murray Ladies & Thome Fair Hearilag Act Notice
ulI teal estate advertised hewn* wised to the Federal Fur

ADJUSTMENTS

I `,I'l

Rae EstMe
Lelia Property
Lots For Salo
Lots For Rant
Fenno For Sag
Acreage
1401221211 For $ale
lactorercies & ATVs
Mao Puns
Sport UMW Vianceas
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 6 Motors
Sarvlosa Offersd
Free Column
Tobacco 4 Supplies

1•.

S8.25 Column Inch, OM Discount 2nd Mint,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(AU 3 Axis Must Run Within 6 Dalt Prruid
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Sho.ping Guide)
111,
..2

$8.25 First Day -20 words or lem
Over zp wards $,5Q each
Additional Consecubve !Jays: sal per word per day.
$1 15 extra fur Shop,per (Mon classifieds go into Shopping liuide
(41 extra for blind box ady,
The pot,
or edit i.
8otains the rigra
attar
Pt

v.I
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1111.1\ I 11'4 II Al NO I \ lIZA(.11.\14,

OPPOM,220
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21

41

IDD

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown

or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax 753-19

Ridge
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39
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Notice

hi 83
Lau ()111 isc tit

NOTICE
2

47
26

The City of Murray is temporarily closing the
2006 Tax Books on February 28, 2007, to
prepare a list of delinquent tax bills.
If you have questions. please call 762-0350.

(
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753-1752

I litrla McClure
City Clerk

1111\

St array State University has declared the following items
-urialtis to its needs: six retucles 'Vans & Trucks) Items
may be seen at the surplus transportation lot on February
26th and 27th between the hours of 1000AM and 3:00PM
Bid forms(Bid Mur-257D-071 can be obtained at the
general services building. Chestnut Street, Murray. KY
Bids will open March tat at 2,00PM.
Questions: Call Leigh Menchinger at(270,809-4435

All stored items in Unit B at Hwy 299 Mini
Storage have been abandoned and if all charges for
this

unit

are not paid in full on or before March 3.

2007, Hwy 299 Mini Storage will have legal pos,ession of all stored items in Unit WA sale date for
Shipley
for the

said items

will be posted at, later date

points,
kett 11.
m the
gh eight

2,
(AP) —
6 points
nnessee
in over
hursday
17, 8-11
)took a
shooting
e field,
.ng from
17, 7-12)
shooting
from the
Eagles
t senior
was Ris-

These two share the
same birthday, Feb. 24,
and family give them a
call and wish them

Happy 40!!

e setnson

les.
from 3atthews
led the
nts and
ints and
nds. The
ds 37-

In Loving Memory of
Charles K. Perkins

n Truck
200. at

• 511141`. 5
Woe/

third round
second

will be held on
Saturday,
February 24 at
9AM.
AAA Mini Storage
1502 Diuguid Dr.
Units: 22, 23, 31,
107, 119
THE Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, located at
206 Maple Street in
Murray, Kentucky, will
take sealed bids on all
Its furniture and equipment. The furniture and
equipment can be
viewed from 9AM until
12PM February 26
through
March
2.
Sealed bids must be
received by 12PM
March 2nd. Bid sheets
may be picked up at
time of viewing. The
winning bidder will be
notified on Monday.
March 5. All furniture
and equipment must be
removed from the
building by Friday.
March 9.

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

weddings/seniors
Since 1989

As the grass withers and the flowers fade
our love for you will last forever.

270-753-1001

If butterflies could fly to
,
F Heaven, they would bring my
love to you and yours right
ack to me.

O

Peppermint

,411

Wiein 011415

(20-5-3) at

Due to the
non-payment of
rent, a
PUBLIC AUCTION

Jan. 29, 1923 — Feb. 23, 1994

In Memory of
Mason Crass

pole

Leml
*Ake

1,4/1410
1 5444441

From Your Loving Wife Pat,
Miranda, Fred, Pamela,
Michael and Family

at
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STEVE VIDMER

NEED YOUR HELP!!!

le
1
rIft
were
tents at 495 Roberts Lane
destroyed hy a fire on Sunday. Feb. ii,
2007 She greatly needs your help to
recover from this tragic event as she had
no insurance Any donations or contnbuttons would he greatly appreciated.
Donations can he sent directly to
.Ms Puckett at
1158 Coles Campground Rd.
Murray. KY 42071
Other corstriberaimis pkate tall

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

AVON choose you
hours & your income
We have benefits
JOIN TODAY and gel a
FREE GIFT
1-888-570-6498
or 270-761-3878
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Full-time LPN.
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent
benefrt package. Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

060
Help %Mod

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following position: Part-time RN.
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOEJAAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

Help Warded

CUSTOM
Cabinet
shop is seeking qualified
individuals.
Applicants must be
honest, dependable
and able to lift heavy
objects. Woodworking
knowledge preferred
but will train.
270-759-9672

['Lid

060

060
NM Nesse

SERVALL
Termite & Pest Control
Seeking a person for the Termite
Technician and Secretary. Experience
in pest control industry a plus but not
required. Applicant needs to be energetic, outgoing, and at least 18 years of
age. There are competitive wages, benefits, and insurance.
Apply in person at
1604 State Route 121 North, Murray.
No phone calls, please.
TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
4-1-07 TO 1-15-08
WALLIS FARMS

KYA0235511
MURRAY, KY

4-1-07 TO 1-20-08
CARRAWAY FARMS

KY A0235272
MURRAY. KY

DIGITAL
Printer
Operator needed tor
2nd shift with a growing
small business. 30
hours per week to start
with expected increase
to 40 hours per week.
This is a full-time posiDAYS Inn Now hiring
tion with benefits. 4PMhousekeepers. Apply in
10PM Monday through
person 8:00 a.m - 3:00
Friday
with
some
p.m. 517 S. 12th
weekends. Computer
Street.
experience required.
SERVERS and kitchen Send resume and letter
application
to
help
for
Cypress of
Spnngs Resort. Call for Automated Direct Mail,
1410 North 12th St.,
appointment
Suite G, Murray, KY
270-436-5496
42071.

4-15-07 TO 12-31-07
SMITH/GREEN

KY A0235937
MURRAY. KY

4-01-07 TO 12-31-07
I BURGESS

KY #0235416
HICKORY, KY

Computer Operator/Data Specialist for a
growing small business. Potential advance-

Full service AVEDA salon has
opening for experienced stylist.
Booth rental. Sales commission
paid. Send resume to 715 S. 12th
or Call 753-1181

ment to department supervisor. Utilize specialized software to manipulate database
files and process customer jobs. Experience
with Databases & Spreadsheets required.
Visual Basic and/or C++ programming
experience helpful. Benefits included. Send
resume and letter of application to
Automated Direct Mail, 1410 N. 12th St.
Suite G. Murray. KY 42071.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST
Iwo full-time entry level positions are available for qualified
professionals to work with families and their children
Pennyrde Allied Community Services. Inc is accepting
resumes for the position of In-Home Worker with our Family
Preservation Program in our Mayfield office The applicant
must be 2 team player. hate excellent communication tkills
willing to work a flexible schedule knowledge of communits
resources and base the abilit, to make well uiforrned
decisions independently Training will be provided
Interested applicants who hold a Bachelor', Degree in
Social Work. Psychology. Sociology or related field
are invited to send their resumes by Wed Feb 28th. 2007 to
'In-Home Position'
do Mr. John Tedder. Executive Director
Pennynle Allied Corryntituty Services. Inc
Family Preservation Program
PO Box 549
Hopkutsville. Ky 42241-0549
R41:5. Inc. is.
"An Equal Opportunity Employer'

We have positions available for licensed therapists in Puryear, TN. This is an exciting job
opportunity for therapists seeking PRN or
part-time employment, with the potential to
advance to full-time in the future.

What can Rehab America, LW offer you?
• Travel time
• Licensure reimbursement
• Flexible Schedules
• Opportunity for full-time benefits
• We will help you obtain a Tennessee
License if you do not already have one and
pay for any expenses incurred.
WE CURRENTLY HAVE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR:
• Physical Therapists/Physical Therapy
Assistants
• Occupational Therapists/Occupational
Therapy Assistants
• Speech-Language Pathologists
For More Information. Please Contact
Ashley Dunn, Executive Director
270-559-6120 or
E-mail your resume to,
ashleyd rehatiamericallc.com

Wage $8.65 Hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed, all
tools and equip. furnished. Housing provided
for those beyond commuting. Transportation
and subsistence pay, after 50% of contract
completed. Contact local Dept. For
Employment Services.

132Holp Warded
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you,
Apply at:
Martial Arts Amenca
1413 Olive Blvd_
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
EMPLOYMENT
Specialist
needed for individuals
with disabilities in
Marshall County and
surrounding counties.
Responsibilities
include case management, marketing, and
job training. Bachelor
Degree and/or expenence preferred. Please
submit resume to
Easter Seals West
Kentucky Employment
Connections 801 North
29th Street Paducah,
KY 42001
Fax (270)444-0655
Foster Parents
Needed. 5,35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support, 24
hour cnsis intervention.
and weekly in home
support. Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293.
GROWING Dental
practice seeks
Business Assistant
Ideal candidates will
have a great personality and be a quick
learner Insurance
knowledge a must
Dental experienced
personnel encouraged
to apply Background
check required Fax
resume to:
(270)753-'1637
Part-time, will train
Murray Sewing Center
Bel-air Shopping
Center 759-8400

060
Hslp Wanted

IRVIN Cobb Resort is
now looking for parttime
cabin-cleaning
help. Looking for
a responsible, motivated individual to clean
cabins and prepare
them for
arnving guests. Must
be available on weekends.
Experience
helpful, but not
necessary. Please call
Susan at 270-436-5811
to arrange intervIew.
LOCALLY owned service station looking for a
self motivated, energetic and service onented individual to fill a
Prr position. Apply in
person at 516 S. 12th,
Murray. No phone
calls, please.
MCGEE Pest Control
is looking for neat.
clean cut, hard working, healthy, self-motivated individuals.
Expenence not
required. Good salary
plus commissions.
Excellent benefits.
Apply 0 1302 N. 12th
St. 9:00a.m.-3:00 pm
M-F No phone calls
SALES AND
MARKETING
DIRECTOR
Marketing degree preferred, must be knowledgeable in golf.
Microsoft Word,
Powerpoint. Excel and
Internet Salary negotiable based on technical education and rob
experience. Fax
resume 10: (731)6441386 or call (731)707(1539 for job interview

140
Help Wonted

Wird to Btry

NEW Pathways for
Children

AN11OUES, Call Larry
753-3633

Expanding residential
treatment facility is
accepting applications
for full-time, part-time
and part-time temporary employees. We
are looking for Youth
Care Workers with
bachelor's degree or
associate's degree in
the human service
field.

BEAUTIFUL
wooded/open land to
build our retirement
home 10± acres near
Murray & Kentucky
Lake area Would consider land with manufactured home
812-319-9454

Successful applicants
must be willing to work
days, evenings, and
weekend shifts and
have skills conducive
to working with the
troubled teenage population. Applicants
must pass a drug test,
criminal background,
child abuse, and sex
offender check. New
Pathways is an Equal
Opportunity Employer
with excellent wages
and benefits.

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

Interested applicants
Should submit a
resume along with 3
professional references and a handwnting sample on your
expenence working
with teenagers to.
Linda Turner.
Administrative
Assistant, New
Pathways for Children,
P.O. Box 10, Melber,
KY 42069 or apply in
person between
9:00am and 4:30pM at
3233 Shaw Rd.,
Melber. Check out our
website at
www.npfc.net to learn
more about New
Pathways and to
download an application.
RANDY Thornton Co.,
Inc established in 1937
seeking Service
Technicians
Minimum 3 years
experience in commercial & residential
HVAC Tools required
Excellent salary, benefits and retirement
package Send
resume to 802
Chestnut
St Murray, KY 42071
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring
resume to: Fleming
Furniture 3060 Hwy.
641N.. Murray, KY
42071.
SKYLINE
Communications is
now accepting applications for cabling technicians. Must be 21
years old, have valid
dnver's license & willing to travel No experience necessary.
Benefits available.
270-227-0396. 270293-6390, if no answer
leave message

CLEANING houses is
Cal
my business
Linda H 759-9553

rillusiness
OPPortunhY
FLOWER shop inven
tory
&
fixtures
Everything from silks to
walk-in cooler Senous
inquines call
270-293-9294

MDM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

SUBS( RIIIL I ()I)AN!!!

BOAT: Bomber or
Dynatrack. Will pay full
pnce. 227-1716

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
WASTE oil wanted:
Will pick up.
Drum exchange.
Miller D. Farms LLC
(270)436-2215
150
Ankles
For Sale
15" saddle Six months
old, $375
270-227-9827
92 Cougar, V-8, tech,
sun-roof, new transmission. A/C, tires
loaded $2,575 OBO
Washer 753-4109
ANTIQUE
Miessner
upright piano with
bench. Excellent condition. $300.
270-354-9082
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
CINGULAR cell
phones
Direct TV & Dish
Network Satellite TV
Local people, cornpetave pnces Wood
Electronics Court
Square
Murray 753-0530
ENCLOSED trailer,
7x14, ramp door
$3,750 753-1816
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system
Amenca's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19 99/mo Get your
choice
of
HBO,
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months FREE DVR or
HD upgrade Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
Televisions.
HD
Plasma. LCD. OLP, &
CFITs. Brands by:
Toshiba. Sony, LG.
Zenith. & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901

Calloway County
*ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
JET 3 Ultra power
chair Almost new' We
also have other mobility power chairs and
scooters in stock at
reasonable
prices
$400
to
$2,000
(270)753-7113
MINOLTA DI 200 digital copier with document feeder, lust over
100k copies. 3 years
old $75000
753-9240

CLASSIFIEDS
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150

Ilig

1BR apt Partial utili
Ws. 1215 plus deposit
753-2934

Premier

walk-in bath
6 months old
$3,000 080
Paid $6,700
489-2145

AoLlEmo

2BR apartments available Great location 1
year lease 1 month
deposit, no pets
753-2905

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES.
WARD [LIONS
Square
1'

2BR duplex nice,
Cil-EA appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU. C/H/A.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9698

WASHER and dryer.
$175 227-9421

DUPLEX 2-BR unfurnished, redecorated.
city schools kitchen
appliances, AC, WI)
hook-up, annual lease
$425 00
i9541345-1495

AMERICAN Drew oak
lueen bed veSealy
dressermir•.,, armoire, night$775isel, pine
sleigh bed
▪
▪ ,AITIISOn mattress
1•6,ser mirror -

stove $50.

Hr A ,'6" console

TV

$4U 489 2346

Antiques
bed for sale
Sbtib 270 227 9827
190
Finn Equipment
ANTIQUE

NOW LEASING
1 2 8 tbedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TD[) #1-800-648-6056

generak,r
engme

,

270
Monde Homes For Sale I
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RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Devise
'BR $325
?BR $375
Cali Today!
753-8668
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2BR 1E34 Lease &
required
deposit
Kitchen
$450 m o
appilances included
Available 3.1
'53-4663
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2t3H house lease
detvisit required
'53-4109
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2130 lake front property
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$'50 month 759-9046
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.13R, stove refrigerator
,iishwasher
...rasher.dryer hook-up
C H. A $550 month 1
year lease 1 month
deposit No pets
75.i :259 or 527-8174
3BH foreclosure Buy
$19 765

tor ..nty
,stings

1

Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
L...- -•, , tr

Newe

"'
5 ., ,'', 4 12 8488

320
avvirtrrertis For Res

. ti

Oils

800 560 1951

100 1BA
Rent or Rent To own
6600 Mc
Appliances Included'
(,lose to campus
'61 HOME
6th St
bedroom living
kitchen wilt
lining
stove
dishwasher
South

Three

near

1,4,.rrav
i•'.r ; .it

Fur

ext 5021

501

pets
rnessage ‘' 70

•

,eingesator

bonus room
reened porch, picket
fence 761-1317
h,,olsups

S5'00

si

410,6
,Fi16

,ipart",ent

All

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Mae
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am 4pm M-F

11Bi1 Hot sIS
..A00) Location,
An% Condition
Cash or lerms
Call 761-110MF.
(4663)

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
NIINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
...Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
-We sell boxes,
•We rent U Hauls
'53 9600

Extended Cab
SU Z71
st,,00e miles,
5 1 engine,
burgundy, fully
loaded. new tires,
CD player
('all 753-7952
after 5:30 p.m.

Amigo

35 Acres w/ 1/2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346 87
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake
Call 753 1323 ext 120
for details

46CI
hams For Sea

Storage

M

emel Prop
For Sale

BUILDING For Sale
229i' State Houte
East 1 1.2 miles Iron
2.58E3
downtown.
square feet. 803 acre
101 Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Britches Cali
753-5856 cell
293-7127

OR sale anctor lease
Bedroom brick house
Coles
96
at
Campground Road in
Murray Sale price
$116,900, or 1 year
minimum lease at $850
per month plus deposit
Call 800-542-2827 or
Both
931 964-0182
ire 'firm- pricings

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

AFFORDABLL
Home Repair

F SBO
4 BR 2 5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr

Sagging tloors to
leaking roofs
We do it all.
Call Cre Collins

293-4183 759

Cosneriest Prop. For RenIt

IMMEDIATE
DEBT RIFI IEF

OFFICE or retail spay-,
available Pnme lot,,
7‘,3 2905
480

DOG Obedience
4 -36 ‘'858
POODLE Puppies
Ftor kid size Sr/00 CA'
Tiny Toy $350 00
tiri toy Rat Por
$15000
Call :731,247 5106
71(36-2!
PURE Bred Biorde
Cabs S weeks old
beautiful 1 male 4
females left $150
759-13436

1,1,4

0,6,Ar

vino r
Call 761-45.5s,
ask for Kristin
OPEN HOUSE
Sunday Febr.iary 5
?PM -4PM
1006 Melrose {),

I

470
Motorcycles I ATVs

1006 .ran•aha Road
Star

Warnor

Midnight

edition
maes like new
57-1 after 5

460

HORSE-QUALITY
Bermuda grass square
bales 731-514 3632

black

WANTED Would like
rent pasture for
livestock
r

Polaris
2005
Sp, s rnar 50C Very
'ow -riles excellent
ndltior , 293-3361

to

FSBO: Private, secluded fenced
3BR 28A brick country home.
7.69 wooded acres. 1879 Douglas
Road. $210K. For more info, call
753-5000 ext. 301 or after 3P11
436-2351. For pictures email:
trukdog0 wk.net

jr

'wed *0' di-MO.-Ina,
°'-1 Il'8C

AP.F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753 7668

.411!)%a Garden/Ks.sex Downs
Apartments
1,11,()mond

• ‘1tiri.o..K1

4211'1

270-753-8556
FDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
I its-

.ind Iwo Bednysin Npartnicnis
Central Heat and NIT
ALLepting

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

VENTLIRF

5.aganarif, LLC

heiinsisrn apartments asailahle
Applianses furnished Walt. sewer, trash.
and 1aNe \ iniluded in rent Security
icposit required One scar lease NO prTs'

270-767-9111
m
V1 %V V1.MlIrrakyapartments.co

JOE'S JOBS

1.4 144 • 2--;1•44

sTo('ki)%LE
1..twm %rim;

1106
All Real Estate adver
Toyota Camry
tised in the newspaper s,,lara (000 miles
is subject to the Call 2705-?i
Federal Fair Housing
Daewood
:000
Act of 1968 as amend
Leganza SE 4 door,
ed. which Makes it die
AC PVV PL
gal to advertise any auto
72 000 52,500 000
preference limitation
5743
or discrimination based 227
on race color religion
sex, or national ongin.
Of an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation or discnmi- 1993 Chevy convernation This newspaper sion van Excellent
will not knowingly condition Best offer
accept any advertising 1601 Loch Lomond
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
Wed beds
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in 03 Dodge Ram, white.
this newspaper are 2-dr LWB.
auto. Dower
available on an rudoa• steenng-brakes. 39k.
opportunity Pas,5
58,500 (2701435-4305
Need to place on ad?
95 Ford Ranger 2 3
(all III WC will t,
liter, extended cab
help
Pind to
200.000 miles, $3,200
OBO 270-293-5067.
uurroy lodger I times
270-293-5068.
270-7S3-1916
270 767-0101

L

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

293-6211119
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
-Carpets -Upholstery
-Emergency Water
Removal .Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-5827
METAL installed on
houses and barns
Contact Damn N
phone 270-752-0414
MAR Bluegrass.
spring/fall
Mowing,
cleanup, landscape
maintenance
Residential
Commercial Call Noah
at 270-468-9426. 320424-0864

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &

A 1 Joe's Mower
,epair. tune-up spec.ials 436-2867

Times

A 1 Stump Removal
Filly insured
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms. vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors. termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo 1270)753-9372
or (270/753-0353

First Come
First Serve

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
k2 70 i 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEBBER Flooring
Carpet, vinyl, laminate.
hardwood and tile
293-9340
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
roofing.
additions,
decks, floor repair &
covenngs. siding
••FREE ESTIMATES
Call (270)753-1499 or
17311247-5464
er Ark net
,
crnbertso

Calloway
Trash Service
•AUTOMATED BILLING
el CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
$15.M0
761-3741 293-404S

Please
No Phone Calls
We Pick Up
most :crop ivashers,
dryers wire & scrap
metal for it
.4-recur se,•

f•

CALL 227-2864 •
CSC

%mom,Pi

111k Ilion
,
N.t.'U 4.011

serst“.• woik
I& bisincd
yts,LAI,
s''

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Leepr &
Times

270-753-1916

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damagec ;noes
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Eland Gaarnore, Cower
00 Insurance %My%
VIM S MaSMK-Ard ACOROMAI

WIt

C a...moo and Slone
Inatallatton

731-247-5422

Hardwood .1 L anonate
Ftoorong Installed
Bathroom Rorroodeltng
Chsaftty west fats prime

437-31 32
MCI HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding. roofs
decks
293-5438
FuTRELUS Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump gnnding, firewood Insured
489-2839

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
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LEfiali&TIMFS

& TRI I I ‘RNI
For all your lawn and
landscape needs.

759 1946

HEADY I. move in
new ,i_onstruction
..nder $200 000 3 bdr
batt, covered Iron!
porch great neighbor
hood We have other
properties also cai,
today 293-0139

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
THREADING THE MACHINE: Annette Coles of Murray par-

ticipates in a -Knitting for Beginners" class at the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens Center in the Weaks Center
on Poplar Street. Coles said she wasn't knitting anything in
particular, just learning to thread the machine."

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
lurk I tree work

f14allat‘le
Sig" Ph.
,dec.'s!, Pets

H kl I'S WAS II
\ \ ‘CFNII I

1 Stop Construction:
New homes, add-ons.
remodeling & all electncal needs Licensed &
insured 978-2758

ORECLOSURE' 3BR
atly $19 765 For listings 800-560 1951 ext
S020

H1C

226-0505 • 435-42112

LAM
LAWN SERVI( E
teat muk hang h
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

Stubblefield
97 Crossland Rd

Lak
crs

14 ft Polar Kraft 28 HP
Manner, trolling motor,
depth finder. jackets,
$950
Pistol, 40 cal., Glock,
new, $370 492-6322

I have buyers lor hunting land
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
r270)978-1172

Ros
Fun
for

DSW
INT ;

1 to 300 acres West
Calloway Owner
financing 489-2116
leave message

1

(,I .16,•
r

CMC

Owner
'434

its"
on
Uni
Rob

FOR SALE
2002 SRC
Sierra 1500 4:4

Novi renting
Located 41"211S 4th St.

LIVE Oak Apts,
Newly Remodeled
100 $29000
2BR $34000
)BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon -Fri
Call today for appoint
ment
753-8221

set Kenmore
1,1.11.,triC

1
Mw
the
pres
icier
Nao

753-3853

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

LIKE new. 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
270-435-4382 or
Dr
leave message

U.

Li

Mid-West's Largest Indoor Boat EXPO
Paducah, Kentucky • Mardi 2, 3,4
Expo Center beside the Executive Inn
Fri.: 4-9• SaL: 10-8 • Sun.: 11-4
AD types of boats from 10' to 38'
For details, call 1270)362-8343

•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

1BR near MSU other
locations available.
appliances Cowman
RE 753-9898

(270) 753-1713

itailittatir tenni

nfiliON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

uarits For Rani

Ankles
For Si.

Murray Ledger & Times

LINCOLN
MERCURY

e Y
• lifill.r
rford.com
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Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City and
Calloway County Schools have been released by Bridget
laszenko and Pat Lane, food service directors respectively, for
the week of Feb. 26-March 2.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability of food, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal. juice and milk served
daily) Monday - scrambled eggs: Tuesday - breakfast pizza,
WOCIPOSOY_ 7, waffle. stIcsi;, Thtir.a0% gravy and biscuit; Friday.- assorted muffins. Lunch (fresh and canned fruits, vegetables and milk served daily) Monday - cheeseburger chili
cnspito: Tuesday - chicken noodle soup, ham and cheese on
bun: Wednesday - ravioli casserole, burnto, Thursday - steak
fingers, BBQ ribette on bun; Friday - cheese pizza, fish and
cheese sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk served
daily) Monday - breakfast bagel; Tuesday - Honey bun;
Wednesday - toasted pastries; Thursday - biscuit and sausage:
Friday - breakfast pizza. Lunch (fresh and canned fruits and
vegetables and milk served daily) Monday - baked chicken
legs, beef fingers, ham sandwich w/yogurt: Tuesday - baked
potato bar. vegetable beef soup , chef salad w/crackers and
dressing. Wednesday - chicken noodle casserole, BBQ sandwich, turkey wrap; Thursday - cheese pizza, submarine sandwich. chef salad Wcrackers and dressing; Friday - cheeseburger on bun, fish sandwich on wheat, burrito wisalsa.
High - Breakfast (toast. cereal, juice and milk served daily)
Monday - pancake and sausage on a stick: Tuesday - biscuit and gravy; Wednesday - assorted muffins; Thursday sausage and biscuit; Friday - breakfast pizza. Lunch (pizza,
cheeseburgers, hamburgers, fresh and canned fruits and vegetables, and milk served daily) Monday - broccoli cheese
soup, ham and cheese sandwich; Tuesday - baked potato
bar, stuff crust pizza; Wednesday - beef fingers, tuna salad
plate; Thursday - beef chili wicheese stick, chef salad with
crackers and dressing, Friday - fish and cheese sandwich.
hot dog on bun
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday peanut butter, apple, Tuesday - Poptart, apple juice; Wednesday - teddy grahams, milk: Thursday - Poptart. milk; Friday
- cereal. scooby snacks, milk.
Preschool and Harbour - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal
and juice available daily) Monday - cereal, scooby snacks:
Tuesday - peanut butter, graham crackers. banana; Wednesday - muffin. yogurt, Thursday - green eggs and ham, wheat
toast. Friday - muffin, yogurt Lunch (milk served daily) - Monday - peanut burner and jelly sandwich, tater tots. applesauce.
Tuesday - super nachos, pinto beans, lettuce, tomato, mixed
fruit, Wednesday - cheese pizza, whole kernel corn, tossed
salad Wdressing. Thursday - green eggs and ham. HOP on
pop tots, wheat toast. Friday - green eggs and ham. HOP
on pop tots, wheat toast
Elementaries - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice. toast, cereal
and milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday biscuit w/sausage gravy, Wednesday - yogurt, muffin. Thursday - pancake and sausage on a stick wisyrup; Friday green eggs and ham. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad,
fruits and milk served daily) Monday - bar-b-q sandwich
cheeseburger. yogurt, granola and animal crackers, Tuesday chicken nuggets. taco burger, peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Wednesday - pizza, chicken salad sandwich, grilled
cheese sandwich; Thursday - cheesy cnspito, grilled chicken
sandwich. gnlled cheese sandwich: Friday - vegetable soup,
pimento cheese sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich
Middle - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt, fruit
juice. fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - biscuit
w/sausage gravy; Tuesday - chicken biscuit. Wednesday blueberry muffin, Poptart, Thursday - breakfast bagel wcheese.
Friday - biscuit w/sausage gravy Lunch (assorted vegetables,
chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday - chicken
nuggets. Chuckwagon sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich.
pizza. Tuesday - super nachos, Mexican corn bread, ham and
cheese sandwich; Wednesday - hot dog, turkey and cheese
sandwich. Domino's pizza: Thursday - bar-b-q ribette, roll,
hamburger. club wrap; Friday - chicken nuggets, roll. fish
sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich, pizza
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast. Pop tarts,
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - steak biscuit;
Tuesday - pancakes w/syrup, Wednesday - breakfast pizza;
Thursday - biscurt w/sausage gravy, Friday - cinnamon roll
Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches,
hamburgers and milk served daily) Monday - oven fried chicken, roN. gnlled cheese sandwich; Tuesday taco salad, Mexican cornbread, chicken patty sandwich, Wednesday - pizza,
fish sandwich; Thursday - chicken quesadilla. Chuckwagon
sandwich. Friday - mostacolli garlic, tuna salad sandwich.
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LookingBack
10 years ago

Times
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Installed as new officers of the
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
the AARP were Release Roberts,
president. Maned Vinson, vice president, Ruth Cole, secretary; and
Naomi Roper, treasurer.
Murray Woman's Club tsill have
its "Raise the Roof'dinner and roast
on Feb 27 at the Murray State
University Cums Center with
Robert Valentine as master of ceremonies. Roastes will be Dr. Jack
Rose, Jo Burkeen and Freed Curd
Funds will be used for a new root
for the club house
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 45-15 and Lady Lakers won 72-37 over teams from
Hickman County High School in
basketball games. High team scorers for Calloway were Austin Wyatt
and Jana Herndon.

20 years ago
Connie Ward was crowned Miss
Black History Month Queen as
part of the Black History Day celebration at Murray High School.
Her attendants were Teresa Kendall,
Missy McCutcheon and Buffy Blanton. Guest speaker for the occasion was Dr. Jerry Prichett Owen
of Lakewood Community College,
White Bear Lake. Miss., a former Murray State University faculty member and a 1969 graduate
of MSU.
Births reported include a girl
to Lori and Randall Hillman, a
girl to Cindy and David Copeland.
a girl to Teresa and Robert Thurman and a girl to Melissa and
Russell Johnson, Feb. 21.
Murray High School Tigers lost
60-52 to Christian County in a
basketball game. Mark West was
high scorer for the Tigers.
30 years ago
Robert 0. Miller, Calloway
County judge, and Charles Hale,
property valuation administrator of
Calloway County, have been
appointed to serve as members of
the County Statute Revision Corn-

mission by Gov. Julian M Carroll.
Cynthia Cratendon, soloist, and
Dennis Reynolds, pianist, presented a musical program at the annual luncheon of the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the Amencan Revolution
at the Murray Woman's Club house.
Honored were seniors, Jan Outland of Murray High School and
Renee Toby of Calloway County
High School, who were named as
good citizens for 1977. Mrs. John
Livesay, regent, presided.
40 years ago
Charlotte Young was crowned
as 1967 basketball queen of Calloway County High School at the
basketball game with Calloway Lakers winning 81-63 over Heath
Pirates and Stan Key as high scorer for the Lakers. Attendants to
the queen were Mary Jane Rhoad-

es. Cathy Johnston and Joan Broach.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
James Hargis, located west of Kirksey, was destroyed by fire on Feb.
20.
Thieves entered Kirksey School
last night, smashed open a safe in
the school office and took approximately $300 in cash, according
to a report from the sheriff's office.

50 years ago
Installed as new officers of the
Murray Rotary Club were Dr. John
Querterrnous, president; Karl Warming, vice president; R.L. Ward,
secretary-treasurer; Howard Olila,
assistant secretary-treasurer; Verne
Kyle, sergeant at arms. Prof. Price
Doyle. Rotarian, and head of the
fine arts department at Murray
State College, was the speaker.
In the Hazel High School Blind
Basketball Tournament, Cayce
Tigers won 58 to 54 over Clinton

Red Devils for the championship.
In the consolation game, Murray
Training Colts won 90 to 76 over
Hazel Lions. High scorers were
Rogers for Colts and Duncan for
Lions.
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DEAR ABBY: Late last
summer, we invited another
couple -- good friends -- over
for an informal dinner. When
they walked in, they handed
me a basket of fresh-picked
vegetables from their garden.
Abby. I had a complete
premeal
pared. I love
fresh vegetables and
don't mind
adding them
to a meal.
However,
because the
dinner was
Dear Abby already onI
the table,
had to put
BY Abigail
everything
Van Buren
on hold and
find a way to keep everything
warm while I prepared what
•
they had brought.
I take pride in preparing a
good meal and worried that it
might not taste the same after
having sat for 15 or 20 minutes. I feel they should have
let me know in advance so I
could have had water boiling
when they arrived.
At the time, my husband
told me not to say anything
because it's the thought that
counts, but it's still bothering
me. How do you think I should
handle this in the future? That
wasn't the first time they have
come to dinner with a "surprise" contribution, and it won't
be the last. -- READY TO
SERVE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO
READY
DEAR

On this date:
In 1633. English diarist Samuel
Pepys was born in London.
In 1822, Boston was granted
a charter to incorporate as a city.
In 1836, the siege of the Alamo
began in San Antonio.
In 1847, U.S. troops under
Gen. Zachary Taylor defeated Mexican General Santa Anna at the
Battle of Buena Vista in Mexico.
In 1848, the sixth president-of
the United States, John Quincy
Adams, died in Washington at age
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WHAT'S
WRONG!

Shaving cream
cures nngrogym

Dinner guests bearing gift
put hostess in a pickle

Todaylnliistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Feb. 23, the
54th day of 2007. There are 311
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 23, 1945, during World
War II, U.S. Marines on Iwo Jima
captured Mount Suribachi, where
they raised the American flag.
(Actually, there were two flagraisings that day — the second
was the one captured in the famous
Associated Press photograph taken
by Joe Rosenthal.)

Friday. February 23, 2007• 5B

my cat. RIM L
SATTERY IS LOW

SERVE: Just because someone brings a gift of food or
wine when he or she comes
to dinner, the host is under
no obligation to serve it. What
you should have done was put
their veggies in the fridge to
enjoy at another meal and not
stressed yourself out.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I know my
question may not seem earthshaking in comparison with
many of the questions that
appear in your column. However, my best friend and.;
were wondering if you could
settle an argument. Should a
short person wear ankle-length
skirts? -- FIVE-FOOT-TWO
IN ILLINOIS
DEAR FIVE-FOOT-TWO:
According to fashion designer
Bradley Bayou, author of the
new book "The Science of
Sexy: Dress to Fit Your Unique
Figure With the Style System
that Works for Every Shape
and Size" (Gotham Books),
"Wearing an ankle-length skirt
would work for you -- as long
as your outfit is monochromatic. In other words, do not
cut your body in half by wearing a top that's a different
color than the skirt."
I'm sure that anyone who
watches QVC has seen or heard
about the talented Mr. Bayou.
He has dressed(and undressed!)
such Hollywood celebs as Halle
Barry, Salma Hayek, Beyonce,
Queen Latifah, and all the "Desperate Housewives."
Imagine being lucky enough
to have someone like Bradley
Bayou standing next to you
in a clothing store dressing
room, sharing his secrets for
80.
dressing to look your very
In 1861, President-elect Abra- best. Well, open his book, and
ham Lincoln arrived secretly in you'll get a taste of the star
Washington to take office, an treatment.
assassination plot having been
•••
foiled in Baltimore.
We have two
ABBY:
DEAR
In 1870, Mississippi was readbeautiful little boys. The older
mitted to the Union.
boy is 3, the younger one an
In 1927, President Calvin
infant. People always comment
Coolidge signed a bill creating
the Federal Radio Commission, on how much they look alike
forerunner of the Federal Com-- as if they could be twins
munications Commission.
three years apart.
The problem is, my husband and I (close family, too)
do not think they look anything alike, so we don't know
how to respond. If we disagree, people go so far as to
argue with us. But to agree
seems silly when they really
do not look alike. What is the
polite way to disagree without an argument? -- PROUD
MOTHER OF TWO DIFFERENT BOYS
DEAR PROUD MOTHER: Say something noncommittal -- such as, "Yes, there
is a strong family resemblance."
(But only if they look like
they could be related.) To disSTLL
OUT
PLI-LY 040/GEDI
agree, regardless of how politely you do it, will only generate more conversation on a
subject you would prefer to
avoid.

•

to relieve it by scratching until
it bled. It became a vicious
cycle; however, 1 am happy to
say my psoriasis is completely gone. I owe my thanks to
you for the advice 1 read in
no results with medications pre- one of your columns on using
Vicks VapoRub for toenail funby
scribed
my doctor. I gus.
I thought, "What do I. have
went to see
to lose"? I used Vicks relicompany
a
physician for giously throughout the day
whenever possible. I still. keep
an unrelated
matter, and a jar in my car, one next to
he noticed my bed and one by my kitchen
the
ring- sink. I tried to massage it in
worm. He well, reaching the deep cracks.
me As it started to callous over,
Dr. Gott advised
to use Men- would clip the larger pieces,
nen Brush- careful not to clip too deep. After
By
less shave about a month or so, it healed.
Dr. Peter Gott cream, reguDEAR READER: I'd say
lar, several times a day for that this information is truly
several days. The ringworm dis- worth paying attention to.
appeared in no time at all, and Thanks for writing.
To give you related inforI have used it ever since whenever I have another encounter. mation. I am sending you a
I just thought I'd pass this copy of my Health Report
along. Maybe someone else can "Eczema and Psoriasis."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
benefit from this very simple
and inexpensive cure to an on levothyroid. I would like
to take Armour instead because
annoying problem.
DEAR READER: This is it is a natural thyroid replacea new one for me, but, if it ment, but my doctor is adamantworks, so much the better. ly against it because of all the
impurities. What do you think?
Thanks for writing.
DEAR READER: Several
DEAR DR. GOTT: I
thought I would share this infor- years ago, authorities discourmation with you and your read- aged the use of Armour thyroid because the dosage in the
ers for what it's worth.
I've been diagnosed with, and pills was inconsistent. Then, a
have endured, psoriasis on var- few years later, the same indictious parts of my body for years. ment was leveled against the
These last couple of years it makers of synthetic thyroid hormone. At that time, the Armour
has invaded my hands.
I have seen numerous der- product was upgraded, so, to
matologists and have been pre- my knowledge, either product
scribed salves, creams and is appropriate to use, and there
lotions for years, none of which is no problem with impurities.
worked for any length of time. If I were you, I'd pick the
After applying a topical, the cheapest medication, but — as
intense itching and burning with other, similar issues —
would begin, and 1 would need follow your doctor's advice.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Many
years ago, I had a problem
with' ringworm. (I love cats,
and I will pick up a stray anytime.) I have been infected with
ringworm many times and had

ContractBridge
I. You are declarer with the West
hand at Three Notrump, North having opened the bidding with one
club. North leads the king of spades.
which you duck, the queen ofspades,
which you also duck, and then the
jack, which you win with the ace.
South played the 3-5-7 of spades. in
that order, as the suit was led. How
would you continue?
East
West
•8 6 2
•A 9 4
VA 6
VK 72
•1 10 9 5 3
•A Q
+54
*AQJ lii
2. You are declarer with the West
hand at Six Hearts, and North leads
the queen of diamonds !low would
you proceed?
East
West
•A K Q6 5
•7 3
VKQJ5
A 10 3
•6 4
•A K 8 2
*A 8 3
//i() 5 2
•••

I. This is one of those gratifying
situations where you are certain to
make the contract no matter how the
adverse cards are div ided -- provided you play correctly.
'Hie proper play is to lead the
queen of diamonds at trick tbur. If
the queen loses to the king, you have
nine tricks consisting of one spade,
three hearts, four diamonds and one
club, lithe queen holds the trick, you
then switch to the A-Q of clubs, fore-

ing out the king, after which you
have nine tricks consisting of one
spade, three hearts, two diamonds
and three clubs.
If you started instead by cashing
the ace of diamonds before leading
the queen, you could lose five tricks
if the opponents allowed the queen to
win and you later lost a club to the
king. You could likewise go down if
you started by playing the A-Q of
clubs. Only the queen-of-diamonds
lead at tnck four renders the contract
foolproof.
2. Whether you make six depends
partly on how the opposing cards are
divided and partly on how ou elect
to play the hand. All kinds of insuperable difficulties may arise if you
choose to cash the A-K of diamonds
and ROT a diamond. This might
appear to be the best way to start the
play, but actually it is not
The line of play most likely to succeed is really quite simple. Win the
diamond lead, play a spade and follow low from dummy!
Win the diamond return ins' other
return makes any difference). ruff a
diamond with the ten of hearts and
draw trumps. This sequence of plays
will make the contract if the spades
and trumps are divided normally
(either 3-3 or 4-2), yielding 12 tricks
consisting offour spades, four hearts,
two diamonds, a club and a diamond
ruff in dummy.
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possibly difficult Remain even,
and
You are in a "happening" year. you have both the long term
. Tonight: Where and focus on what needs to hapimmediate
the
though the more you try to conpen. Trust your sixth sense
the party is.
trol events, the less control you
Tonight: Relax.
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will have.'The only control you *** You might feel pulled in
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have is over your own feelings, two
directions. ***** Your playfulness could
different
thoughts and reactions. Learn to Certainly, you have a lot of cost you. A risk that you take
exercise that self-discipline. You responsibilities and activities today might not feel big but actuwill draw a different response. that you would prefer to do. Ask ally has ramifications. Fnends
Join in on some
You often arc unpredictable and a loved one or family member to surround you.
unreli- fun happening rather than cause
be
might
Others
in.
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reverse directions. Give yourself
A must appear- yourself trouble. Tonight Count
the freedom to respond to your able. Tonight:
on being playful.
ance.
whims. If you are single, mainPISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
UBRA(SW.23-Oct. 22)
taining a relationship might be **** If you can take a day *** You have a way of shaking
challenging, as you often trip, do. You might be amazed at up a family member that he or
change your mind. Understand
how different you'll feel. Listen to she does not easily forget. Don't
that quality adds excitement. If feedback from someone who allow yourself to be overwhelmed; rather, know where
might be more objective. Take a
you are attached, your home life
responsibilwill be a source of adjustment break if you feel like you are you need to assume
ity You are master of your desand change. Juggling life's dragging. Tonight Let your mind
tiny Tonight. Happy at home.
demands as a couple might be wander.
21)
-Nov.
23
(Oct.
SCORPIO
overwhelming. GEMINI can be
**** Work with a friend or BORN TODAY
a bit of a drag.
partner. How he or she looks at Actor Edward James Olmos
life might be a lot different from (1947). actor Billy Zane (1966).
The Stars Show the Kind of you. Together, after you get past journalist Paula Zahn (1957)
Have: 5-Dynamic, your
you
Day You
disagreements,
4-Positive: 3-Average. 2-So-so. become a strong team Use the Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http:/hvww.lacquepositives that exist between you
I -Difficult
linebIgar.com.
Tonight: Dinner for two.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. (c) 2007 by King Features
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
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*** Expenses could set you CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
do
LbGER
back You might know what you *** You might have a lot to
want, but at the same time have
difficulty finding the item at what
you consider a reasonable pnce.
A close loved one or fnend isn't
as concerned as you Tonight.
Treat yourself to a night out on
the town
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** With the Moon illuminating your sign, you feel on top
of the world Still, someone who
has an impact on you could feel
jeopardized Knowing this factor,
don't take his or her comments
too personally Tonight Go for
what you want
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Turn Your Tax Return Into
*** Plans might change Use
the extra time to catch up on
sleep or do something that you
want to do Others might be
all
touchy or difficult The possibility
ALLIED
exists that you could be in a
HOME MORTGAGE
grumpy mood -- yes. you
CAPITAL CORPORATION
Tonight Just for you
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Ida Patrick • Richard Reed
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objectives rather than on the
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immediate Though you might
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n, martial arts help put one lift back on track, pg. 2
•the benefits of exercise in a child's hfr, pg. 3
•marathon running presents rewarding challenge, pg. 7
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Kids should exercise for own sake
By BEN FELLER
AP Education Writer
At Ford
WASHINGTON (AP)
Elementary School outside Atlanta,
the kids keep going around in circles. That's just how the teachers
and the parents want it.
Before class each morning, about
2(10 children walk laps in the gym.
earning prizes for the amount of
distance they cover. Intended to
keep early arriving students from
sitting around in the hallways, the
program also takes aim at today's
weight problem among children.
The fitness campaign at the
Acworth, Ga., school has become so
popular that kids have taken to
walking and running during free
time with their parents. Lisa Jacobi,
whose daughter Olivia takes part in
the school's walking program, said
parents should take even more
steps.
"I'm just amazed at the size of
kids now." said Jacobi, who oversees the "Mileage Club" for the
school. "The kids who are considered typical today — when1 "W7ggrowing up. they would have been
the heavier kids. I guess it just
bothers me that it is accepted so
much. We need to be doing some-

rOM

ysiind

along with good nutrition arid prop
er sleep.
This is not just about play time.
Getting kids to exercise is about
preventing chronic health problems_
The habits established early --good or bad --- often last a lifetime.
A 2006 long-term study, financed
by the federal government, shows
that physical exercise drops off
enormously as children move
through their teen years into adulthood.
For example, only 6 percent of
white females got no exercise in a
typical week when they were adolescents. By the time they were
young adults, 46 percent got no
exercise. The same eroding pattern
was true for males and females
across all major racial and ethnic
groups.
Yet a lot of parents don't see a
problem. Polls shows parents
believe that a majority of children
are in good or excellent health.
And it is parents who set the tone
for exercise, particularly as the
summer nears and the structure of
the school day goes away.

"Quite a few good things have happened to me lately when I met Master
Dinh and then Jesus Christ...and it just
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
keeps on coming."
out of life.' (He) said I must take
Siddens says he now has a very
responsibility for my actions, realize
good relationship with his parents who
my faults and commit to changing my
are also very grateful to the Dinh
life to better serve the Lord and, in
family for their part in his new outturn, would better serve others and
look on life.
myself."
"They have been in Murray for
Not being an "avid church -goer,"
over 30 years and for the past year
Siddens said his relationship with
that 1 have been working for them I
Christ was "resurrected" through Dinh•s have seen hundreds of men, women
instruction.
and children that they have encoun 'Not only has he got me walking
fere(' and touched their lives in such a
thc 'Hitt path.' he has given me a
Siddens said. "And. not
positive
lite that I have not had before: One
just in Murray. hut all over the coun happiness. meaningfulness and suctry.. I have never seen anyone turned
lCs.". he said. "He has also reintroaway or denied by the Dinh family.duced my relationship with my parents.
Siddens completed his master's stud
liom I used to never talk to months
les in December and has been honored
ii a time because of my embarrassby a listing among the "Who's Who
ment of my former state of being."
Among College Master's Students ir
The change has not only been spiriAmerica."
tual and mental, it has been physical
He says he loves his job teaching
was
Siddens
as Nell. In April 2(X)6.
at the university and is grateful everynamed the national winner of the Ultiday for the blessings that are brought
mate Bcxlyshaping Course (UBC) combefore him.
petition in the U.S. He lost 39 pounds
"I am working with the Dinhs to
in 10 weeks as part of the get-fit pro- continue community and university
gram to take the honor.
projects that will serve as positive
"M!, parents didn't even recognize
reflections of the City of Murray and
me when they saw me," Siddens said
Calloway County, as well as ventures
during an interview. "I finally deteroutside the area," Siddens said. "I am
mined that I was going to get off my
especially thankful for the gift the
butt and do it and I did it. I dedicatDinhs* gave to me and that they coned myself and it worked...
tinue to build on...my life."

SIDDENS

1001

thing about it."
Health officials say she's right.
"Our nation's young people are,
in large measure, inactive, unfit and
increasingly overweight,- is how the
federal Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention puts it.
Consider:
— About 16 percent of children
are overweight, and that number is
rising. Among children age 6 to 10,
the percentage of overweight kids
more than doubled during a 20-year
period ending in 2002. For children
age 12 to 19, the overweight rate
more than tripled.
— About one-third of high
school students do not take part in
regular physir_ al activity during a
typical weck. Even fewer take part
in daily gym classes at school, the
CDC says.
"I don't think people are really,
fully understanding the magnitude of
what this means." said Alicia MoagStahlberg. executive director for the
nonprofit Action for Healthy Kids.
Physical activity helps young
people control their- weight. reduce
blood pressure. lower their risk of
diabetes and some kinds of cancer,
and gain self-confidence. Exercise is
part of a lifestyle of healthy living,

See Next Page

Isuagcertter corr

Keeping active is important for children's
development.

et Ready 30
ummer Now
aser Hair Removal
• Leg & Face Veins
• Skin Discolorations
• Medically Supervised
•Affordable
•FDA Approved

270)7614999
'Hwy 121 N.• Murray, KY
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Quality Products You Deserve
Don't Ignore The Signs
Suffering from stress, low back pain,
tow energy, neck pain, headaches or
anxiety? Chiropractic could be the
answer.
See Dr. Scott Foster for diagnosis
or treatments of any of the above
ailments.
Call for an appointment today.

(270) 753-6100

"Serving You
Since 1955
With Quality
Products
And Service
You Deserve

raLMAYst
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
Your machvare Elecincol cril Nandn9 PnAriscnots

Voted Catloway Countl, s
rav0Hte Hardware Store
3 Years In A Row

200-206 E. Main • Murray. KY • 270-753-3361
Firs: M-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m.• www.murrnysupply.net

citlialaffic
Dr Scott Foster

www.callowaycountychiropracticcom • NorthPointe 1710-D Hwy. 121 N.
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Keeping Kids Active In And Out Of Scrather
than the

What parents can do to expand
exercise opportunities for kids, in
and out of school

At school:
Work with your parent-teacher
association to raise money for
sports equipment.
— Speak up about the importance
of recess and physical education.
— Encourage your child to take
part in team sports or athletic programs, whether sponsored by the
school, the local YMCA or other
recreational groups.
— Talk to your child's teachers
about planning five-minute fitness
breaks for aerobic activities, such
as jumping jacks.
— Volunteer to help with physical
activity events or sports at your
child's school.
— Form a "walking school bus"
and volunteer to walk groups of
students to school.
— Ask school leaders to include
information about the importance
of physical activity in the curriculum and in newsletters.

— Team up with other parents to
form an early-morning or afterschool club for walking, biking or
running.
— Participate in Walk to School
Day with your children
(http://www.walktoschool.org).
— Connect with efforts already

underway. Reach out to the
American Heart Association. the
local YMCA or other groups that
can provide ideas and materials.

During family time:
— Take active vacations, such as
hiking, swimming and skiing

— Use the stairs
elevator when at the mall or when
running errands.
— Get pedometers and have a
contest to see who takes the most
steps in a given week.
— Start a traditipn of taking the
family out for an after-dinner walk.
— Take on active chores, like gardening or shoveling snow, as a
family activity.
— Play a sport together: touch
football, softball, walking, in-line
skating, anything that gets you all
moving.
— Set limits on how much time
children can spend playing video
games and watching TV.
— Dance with your children to their
favorite music.
— Plant a family garden.
— Play miniature golf.
— Go to the zoo.
— Take the dog for a long walk.
— Walk rather than drive when
possible.
— Play games that your kids love
like Simon Says. Duck-Duck
Goose. any other favorites
AP

Sources. Naltonal PTA, Amencan Councli on Exercrse

Ws time for
Miss Spring 2007

Beauty begins with strong bones.
Find out if you're at risk for osteoporosis.

is
Continuing a 33-year tradition, the Murray Ledger & Times
excited to begin the selection process of Miss Spring 2007.
Senior girls from Murray & Calloway County Schools who would
like to be considered for the honor must meet the following criteria:
• Senior girl from Murray High or C'alloway County High
• Current GPA of 3.0 or above
• Demonstrated leadership in both school & community activities
• Submission of essay & photos
• Individual interview process (for finalists only)

Please see your principalfor application
packets detail or more information.
Ail information must be submitted to your principal
no later than Noon on Fridav. March 2, 2007.

l iER &TIMES
LEl
42071
PO Box 1140 • 1001 Whitnell A‘enue • Marra:, Ker
,om
270 753 1916 • Fax 270 75 1 1927 • e-mail aci.(gs murra.ledger

Ask your doctor if a Bone Density Test
is right for you.

Primary
Care

OSTEOPOROSIS CENTER • 759-9200
Street, Suite 480W, Medical Arts Building
8th
300 S.
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Simple tips can keep your brain mentally fit
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memory loss that comes with getting
older. Small says And while there are
Fat guarantees. these changes uui,i present or delay Al/heimer's and other
forms ot dementia
Improse your diet Research sug
gest, a heart-healthy diet is also good
for the brain. says Eluahreth Edy,erly.
duet program officer tor the
Al/homer., Association of Northern
California and spokesperson for the
groups, -Maintain Your Brain- campaign
Asind high tat, high cholesterol
foods, and choose those nch in
omega 3 tatty acids (fish, beans. walnuts,. antioxidants (dark-skinned fruits
and vegetables) and vitamins Check
with your doctor before adding vitamin
supplements Tobacco and excess alcohol are no- no s.
Small suggests eating rise small
meals a day to maintain a consistent
Hood sugar lesel and keep the brain
trill it nutnents
Its (1K to indulge occasionally. he
adds_ "Don't &prise yoursell too
;ink h Base .9 little hut of that tax()rite
tood. hut in small portion,"
xerc Ise
Phy sic a/ tones, pi-rift-cis against high
hlood pressure high c holesterol. heart
disease. stroke and diabetes
all risk
lactois tor ;XI/homer .s and other torms

Internet

pnoto

Sudoku or other types of mind puzzles can offer exercise for your brain.
(4 dementia
"Your body's health can very much
predict the health ot your brain," says
Carey Gleason, a dementia researcher
at the Eno,ersits of Wisconsin-Mach son "It's important to sic'.', the hods
and the brain as a system working
together"
At 5.“. Arthur /Hiner of VY.est
(frange. Ni walks and goes to the
gym in the winter and swims in the
,
11111Iller
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Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
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at natural disaster sites, most recently.
in the Gulf Coast region alter Hurricane Katnna. When she's home in
Phoenix. she juggles cooking classes
and church activities, and enjoys planning trips to Pans, also for cooking
classes.
"I am convinced that being active
has really kept my mind and body in
tone,- says Macdonough, a widow,
adding that she made healthy eating
and exercise a greater priority after
she was diagnosed with diabetes several years ago. Today, she walks and
swims regularly and gives her homemade desserts to friends and family.
— Exercise your mind. Any activity
that requires focus and concentration
fits the bill. "There isn't a study that
can say doing Sudoku is better than
doing crosswords or playing chess,'
Edgerly says. "Find something that you
like to do and that you can realistically do every day or every other day:'
Small suggests challenging yourself
with something new. "If you're a
writer, try knitting:'
The experts warn against watching
too much television. Even news programs or quiz shows like "Jeopardy"
,ire "not as stimulating or engaging as
a conversation or doing something...
Edgerly. says.
The same can be said for reading.
adds Edgerly', who suggests looking for
material "outside your normal sphere:'
Reduce stress.
Anxiety. depression and sleep Jelin% anon t an contribute to memory loss,
hut usually the loss is re'ersihle it the
cause is identified and treated. Gleason
sacs
Ph% sical activitx is one it the best
5,4,t‘ s to • redtke stress. hull short 1.1141a1
V.111,111 e‘eril,
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Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia !Clapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

,\ Physician's Hearing Center
))) med,,,,/ Art, Building Suite 304 E
,s'th Street • Murray, KY 42071

SKI NCARE
• Facials • Microdermabrasion • Acne Treatments
• Face & Body Waxing
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Marathon running can be strong temptation
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Church signs can
often pack a quick
sermon for drivers

NEW PROSPECT
BAPTIST CHURCH
EVERYONE NEEDS TO BE LOVED
ESPECIALLY WREN TREY DONT
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Heights Baptist Church in Russel

K.‘

Joel Benhow. pastor of Trinity
Lutheran Church in Evanston, Ill .
yv hose sign -To Belittle is to Be Lit
is included in Seitis hook, said
his marquee is intended to make people curious about the church and its
message needs to he catchy to grah
the attention of driv ers
'Ake try to use ones I signs i that are
f airly deter, a play on the words,- he
said "It Vk e can pick their spirits up a
hit. that's good It it puts a smile on
their lips, that's really good
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